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Nuclear landscapes were studied during preimplantation development of bovine embryos, generated either by in
vitro fertilization (IVF), or generated as cloned embryos by somatic cell nuclear transfer (SCNT) of bovine fetal
fibroblasts, using 3-dimensional confocal laser scanning microscopy (3D-CLSM) and structured illumination microscopy
(3D-SIM). Nuclear landscapes of IVF and SCNT embryonic nuclei were compared with each other and with fibroblast
nuclei. We demonstrate that reprogramming of fibroblast nuclei in cloned embryos requires changes of their
landscapes similar to nuclei of IVF embryos. On the way toward the 8-cell stage, where major genome activation occurs,
a major lacuna, enriched with splicing factors, was formed in the nuclear interior and chromosome territories (CTs) were
shifted toward the nuclear periphery. During further development the major lacuna disappeared and CTs were
redistributed throughout the nuclear interior forming a contiguous higher order chromatin network. At all stages of
development CTs of IVF and SCNT embryonic nuclei were built up from chromatin domain clusters (CDCs) pervaded by
interchromatin compartment (IC) channels. Quantitative analyses revealed a highly significant enrichment of RNA
polymerase II and H3K4me3, a marker for transcriptionally competent chromatin, at the periphery of CDCs. In contrast,
H3K9me3, a marker for silent chromatin, was enriched in the more compacted interior of CDCs. Despite these striking
similarities, we also detected major differences between nuclear landscapes of IVF and cloned embryos. Possible
implications of these differences for the developmental potential of cloned animals remain to be investigated. We
present a model, which integrates generally applicable structural and functional features of the nuclear landscape.
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Introduction

In 1985 G€unter Blobel predicted that “the genome of a higher
eukaryotic organism is organized into a number of distinct
3-dimensional (3D) structures, each characteristic for a given dif-
ferentiated state. These discrete 3D structures are envisioned to
develop in a hierarchical and largely irreversible manner from an
omnipotent 3D structure of the zygotic genome.”1 Since then the
nucleus has emerged as a biological system with an unexpectedly
complex and dynamic higher order organization.2-15 To test
G€unter Blobel’s hypothesis further, it is necessary to explore how
the 3D structure of the zygotic genome actually changes during
early development. A number of groups, including ours, have
made strong efforts to overcome the methodological obstacles,
which have prevented detailed 3D analyses of nuclear architecture
in space and time during preimplantation development of mam-
malian embryos.16-22 Despite this progress, the connections
between structural and functional changes of cell nuclei during
development and differentiation must be counted among the great,
unresolved problems of cell biology. For a comprehensive under-
standing of nuclear structure-function relationships it is important
to decipher the rules of a dynamic higher order nuclear organiza-
tion, including detailed information on changes of the nuclear
architecture during development and differentiation at large, as
well as positional changes of individual genes and chromosome ter-
ritories (CTs). Changes of higher order chromatin arrangements
correlated with transcriptional activation and silencing of genes
may reflect a functional necessity of genes to adopt a nuclear envi-
ronment favorable for their active or repressed state.23,24

As a model system we chose bovine embryos generated either
by in vitro fertilization (IVF) or by somatic cell nuclear transfer
(SCNT) of bovine fetal fibroblasts.19,25 In bovine IVF embryos
minor genome activation is already detected in 2-cell embryos, but
restricted to a small number of genes.26 In contrast, major embry-
onic genome activation (major EGA) affects a large number of
genes and occurs at the 8-cell stage.27 It marks the critical period
when control of development is shifted from maternal to embry-
onic gene products and is essential for normal development.28,29

Major EGA secures the embryo’s further supply with proteins for
the special needs of normal development. Several reports described
the 8- to 16-cell stage of bovine preimplantation embryos as the
critical window for major EGA.30-34 A recent study based on deep
RNA sequencing revealed the largest proportion of gene activation
at the 8-cell stage, including the pluripotency genes POU5F1 (pre-
viously known as OCT4) and NANOG.27 This study was based
on RNA sequencing and found that 58% of all genes activated
between the 4-cell and the blastocyst stage were activated at the 8-
cell stage. These genes can be classified as genes involved in major
EGA. In cloned bovine preimplantation embryos the timing of
reprogramming of gene expression is currently less well defined. In
a previous study from our group25 we studied the expression of a
stably integrated POU5F1-EGFP reporter gene in cloned bovine
embryos and found demonstrable EGFP fluorescence only in
embryos carrying 9 and more cells. Based on this observation we
tentatively assume that major EGA in in vitro fertilized and
reprogramming of gene expression in cloned bovine embryos

occurs within the same time window. For a quantitative analysis
of positional changes of this pluripotency marker gene, the chro-
mosome territory 13 harboring the transgene, as well as the homo-
log territory during structural reorganization of bovine fetal
fibroblast nuclei in cloned early bovine embryos we refer readers
to the accompanying article by Popken et al.35

Employing both the conventional light optical resolution of 3-
dimensional confocal laser scanning microscopy (3D-CLSM) and
the improved resolution of 3-dimensional structured illumination
microscopy (3D-SIM), we demonstrate massive changes of the
global nuclear architecture in both in vitro fertilized and cloned
embryos passing through major EGA.With 3D-SIM we carried out
an in-depth comparative analysis of nuclear landscapes in both types
of bovine preimplantation embryos, as well as of nuclei from bovine
fetal fibroblast cultures. We compare these landscapes with previ-
ously studied nuclear landscapes in mouse embryonic stem cells and
somatic cell types from various mammalian species.36-41 Notwith-
standing major differences in the global nuclear architecture of dif-
ferent cell types with regard to nuclear shapes, volumes and
chromatin arrangements at large, the results of all studies support
the chromosome territory– interchromatin compartment (CT-IC)
model of a functional nuclear architecture.6,42,43 According to this
model the IC represents an interconnected system of channels and
larger lacunas. It harbors macromolecular complexes and factors
necessary for transcription, splicing, replication and repair and may
serve for the export of ribonucleoprotein complexes with
mRNA.6,44 IC-channels start/end at nuclear pore complexes
(NPCs) and pervade the nuclear interior between»1-Mbp chroma-
tin domains and chromatin domain clusters (CDCs) as building
blocks of CTs.40 CDCs in turn give rise to chromosome band and
arm domains yielding complete CTs, which typically form an inter-
connected higher order chromatin network attached to the nuclear
lamina and expanding throughout the entire nuclear space.6 At
numerous sites channels expand into larger lacunas, which carry
splicing speckles and other types of nuclear bodies. Electron micro-
scopic (EM) evidence has shown that the periphery of CDCs, which
lines the IC and has been termed the perichromatin region (PR), car-
ries functionally competent chromatin, where transcription, co-tran-
scriptional splicing, DNA replication and repair take place.41

Evidence for the formation of nascent RNA in the PR was first pro-
vided in an EM study by Stan Fakan and colleagues, who pulse-
labeled a human cancer cell line with BrUTP and demonstrated the
enrichment of bromine-labeled RNA in the PR.45,46 In situ hybrid-
ization with sense and anti-sense RNA probes derived from total cel-
lular or cytoplasmic poly(AC) RNA in combination with
immunoelectron microscopy demonstrated that most transcribed
DNA is concentrated in the perichromatin region.47 In another sem-
inal EM study performed with a Chinese hamster cell line the Fakan
group also observed the formation of nascent DNA within the
PR.48 Employing a pulse-chase-pulse labeling protocol with iodo-
deoxyuridine and chlorodeoxyuridine, the authors were able to dem-
onstrate that DNA replication was followed by movements of
nascent DNA of about 100 nm into the interior of lining chromatin
domains. The development of light optical super-resolution micros-
copy provided entirely new possibilities to investigate the 3Dnuclear
landscape with superior resolution.36,37,40 These studies have led to
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the view that the IC together with the PR forms an active nuclear
compartment (aNC), located side-by-side with the inactive nuclear
compartment (iNC), which is contributed by the core regions of the
higher order CDC network.40

Our current study extends the aNC/iNC view of a functional
nuclear landscape to nuclei studied during preimplantation
development of in vitro fertilized and cloned embryos. Despite
major differences of global architecture between pre- and post-
major EGA embryos and even within the same embryo, all nuclei
showed common basic features, including a highly significant
enrichment of RNA polymerase II and of H3K4me3 in the peri-
chromatin region. H3K4me3 is a marker for transcriptionally
competent chromatin.49 In contrast, H3K9me3 was enriched in
the more densely DAPI-stained interior of chromatin domain
clusters. H3K9me3 is enriched in a variety of (pericentromeric)
repeats but also involved as a (mostly repressive) signature for
fine tuning of expression levels at promoters, enhancers and gene
bodies for large scale repression.49 The striking similarities and
differences of nuclear landscapes between fetal fibroblast nuclei
and nuclei from cloned embryos provides insights into major
structural events of nuclear reprogramming involved in cloning
of mammals.

The following results are presented in 3 parts. In part 1 we
describe nuclear landscapes from in vitro fertilized and cloned pre-
implantation embryos observed with 3D confocal laser scanning
microscopy, followed in part 2 by a comparison of the nuclear
topography of DAPI-stained chromatin, H3K4me3, H3K9me3
and RNA polymerase II arrangements with the improved resolu-
tion of 3D structured illumination microscopy in such embryos,
as well as in fetal fibroblasts employed for cloning. In part 3 we
present a quantitative analysis of the changing frequencies of
nuclear phenotypes described in part 1 and 2 and link topological
chromatin density mapping of nuclear landscapes during preim-
plantation development with local enrichments and depletions of
H3K4me3, H3K9me3 and RNA polymerase II arrangements.

Results

Part 1. Studies of in vitro fertilized and cloned
preimplantation embryos with 3D confocal laser scanning
microscopy

Global reorganization of nuclear architecture accompanies the onset
of major embryonic genome activation in in vitro fertilized and
reprogramming in cloned embryos

Figure 1, Panels A1–A8 show top, midplane and bottom x/y-
sections from a 3D-image stack recorded with 3D-CLSM from
all nuclei of a typical IVF 8-cell embryo. In all nuclei large clus-
ters of DAPI-stained chromatin, called major chromatin bodies
(MCBs) surrounded a major lacuna with a mostly central or
sometimes acentric location resulting in a markedly peripheral
chromatin location. Accordingly, this nuclear phenotype was
termed ENP (for Embryonic Nuclei with Peripheral chromatin
location). The major lacuna did not contain detectable amounts
of DAPI-stained DNA except for occasional clusters of

chromatin which may represent MCBs retained in the nuclear
interior during ENP formation.

Panels B1-B8 of Figure 1 present top, midplane and bottom
x/y-CLSM-sections of 8 representative nuclei from a 20-cell
post-major EGA embryo. Panel B1 exemplifies one of 3 nuclei
which had retained the ENP phenotype in this embryo. Panels
B4-B8 are representative for 15 nuclei that had adopted a pheno-
type, called ENC (Embryonic Nuclei with Conventional archi-
tecture). In line with the architecture observed in numerous
somatic cell types studied to date, ENCs are characterized by
DAPI-stained chromatin expanded throughout the nuclear space
and the absence of the major lacuna found in ENPs. The nuclear
border of ENCs was marked by a rim of intensely DAPI-stained
chromatin which was also observed around nucleoli. Other
nuclei, termed ENP/Cs, apparently represent a transition stage
between ENPs and ENCs. They contained a major lacuna, with
a reduced size (Panels B2 and B3), in line with an invasion of
chromatin into the nuclear interior. In ENP/Cs but not in ENPs
we detected typical nucleoli, which were like nucleoli in ENCs
surrounded by a rim of densely DAPI-stained chromatin (see
below for further evidence).

Figure 2, Panels A1–A7, show top, midplane and bottom
confocal sections from all nuclei of a cloned 7-cell bovine embryo
obtained by somatic cell nuclear transfer (SCNT) of a bovine
fetal fibroblast. Nuclear phenotypes in this embryo were strik-
ingly similar to the ENP phenotype detected in in vitro fertilized
embryos. In a cloned 25-cell embryo (Fig. 2, B1–B7) only one
ENP persisted (Panel B1) and ENCs became the predominant
phenotype (Panels B2–B7). Kinetochores, immunodetected by a
kinetochore specific antibody, were strongly enriched in ENPs at
the nuclear periphery with occasional exceptions of kinetochores
associated with a rare chromatin cluster located inside the major
lacuna. In ENCs kinetochores were distributed throughout the
nuclear space, sometimes located directly beside a densely DAPI-
stained chromatin cluster and sometimes at sites of modestly
stained DNA (Fig. 2, bottom, Panels a and b). Notably, bovine
chromosomes contain pericentromeric heterochromatin, which
carries repetitive sequences with a high GC content.50 The total
numbers of kinetochore signals counted in 3D image stacks were
consistently below the number of chromosomes (2n D 60) car-
ried by a diploid bovine nucleus suggesting that signals may rep-
resent clusters of kinetochores from several spatially adjacent CTs
(data not shown).

Chromosome painting experiments performed with a paint
probe for BTA 13 in cloned embryos (see accompanying article
by Popken et al.35) revealed that MCBs, isolated from each other
by wide IC-channels in ENPs, represent individual CTs (Fig. 3,
Panels B and C). In both fetal fibroblast nuclei and ENCs chro-
mosome territories formed higher order networks expanding
throughout the entire nuclear space. Accordingly, CTs could
only be identified as discrete entities after chromosome painting
(Fig. 3, Panels A and D). The striking differences of nuclear
architecture between nuclei of embryos at major EGA at the 8-
cell stage and nuclei of embryos both on their way toward major
EGA and after major EGA are described in more detail using
3D-SIM in part 2 of Results.
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Figure 1. For figure legend, see page 559.
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Splicing factors and RNA synthesis in nuclei of in vitro fertilized
embryos passing through major genome activation and in cloned
embryos at corresponding stages of preimplantation development

Immunostaining revealed an enrichment of the splicing
factor SC-35 within the major lacuna of ENPs in IVF
embryos (Fig. 4, Panel A), while numerous SC-35 positive
splicing speckles were noted in ENCs (Fig. 4, Panel B). We
suggest that the formation of this large lacuna represents a
storage compartment for large amounts of splicing speckles
and numerous other proteins and protein complexes, which
help the embryo to comply with the demands of major
genome activation. The expanding major lacuna may push
CTs toward the nuclear periphery. De novo RNA synthesis
was demonstrated in ENPs, ENP/Cs and ENCs of in vitro
fertilized embryos (Fig. 4, Panels C–E). Strong RNA synthe-
sis was noted in nucleoli of ENCs (Fig. 4, Panel E). The
long labeling period with BrUTP or BrU precludes conclu-
sions on the actual sites of nascent RNA synthesis in this
experiment. The presence of bromine-labeled RNA within
the major lacuna suggests movements of nascent RNA
formed in peripheral MCBs into the nuclear interior. Evi-
dence for remarkably similar patterns of RNA synthesized in
ENP- and ENP/C-like nuclei as well as in ENCs of a cloned
bovine embryo is presented in Figure 4, Panels F–I.

Since DAPI has a preference for AT-rich DNA, we con-
sidered the possibility that we missed GC-rich DNA located
in the major lacuna of ENPs.51 Staining of nuclear DNA
with TO-PRO-3, a fluorescent dye without a DNA sequence
preference, however, also revealed a lack of DNA in the
major lacuna of ENPs except for occasional TO-PRO-3
stained chromatin clusters (Fig. 4, Panels A, C, G).52 This
finding argues against a major contribution of chromatin
loops with GC-rich DNA extending from the nuclear periph-
ery into its interior.

Topography of DNA replication, nucleolus development, and
histone markers in nuclei of in vitro fertilized embryos passing
through major genome activation

Figure 5 presents confocal midplane images recorded from
ENPs, ENP/Cs and ENCs of early in vitro fertilized preim-
plantation embryos subjected to a variety of immunostainings.
ENPs resembled to some extent the nuclear phenotype of cells
during the G2/prophase transition. For a direct demonstration
that ENPs were present in cells transversing through inter-
phase and prophase, we treated pre-major EGA embryos with
a 30-min pulse of the thymidine analog EdU and combined
the immunocytochemical detection of incorporated EdU with

the detection of phosphorylated H3S10, a marker strongly
expressed in cells proceeding to prophase.53 Figure 5, Panels A
and B show ENPs from a 5-cell embryo. One of the 5 ENPs
was strongly H3S10p positive and EdU negative, 4 ENPs were
positive for EdU but barely showed H3S10p. As expected,
ENCs presented conventional EdU pulse-labeling patterns
during S-phase. For example, the ENC recorded from a 21-
cell post-major EGA embryo (Fig. 5, Panel C) shows a pattern
typical for mid S-phase with EdU labeled replication foci
enriched at the nuclear periphery and around nucleoli but also
noted throughout the nuclear space. Figure 5, Panel D exem-
plifies an ENP with nucleolar precursor bodies (NPBs) visual-
ized by immunostaining of nucleophosmin B23.54 NPBs were
located at the interior side of the peripheral CTs, whereas the
ENC shown in Figure 5, Panel E contained large nucleoli in
the nuclear interior. Figure 5, Panels F and G, demonstrate an
ENP and an ENP/C, respectively, with peripherally located
major chromatin clusters, some strongly immunostained for
transcriptionally competent chromatin (H3K4me3). This pat-
tern of H3K4me3 was consistently found in ENPs of 5- to 8-
cell embryos suggesting that chromatin reaches transcriptional
competence prior to the 8-cell stage (Fig. 5, Panel F, see also
part II below). It is not known yet whether MCBs strongly
immunopositive for H3K4me3 in different ENPs comprise
variable CTs from the entire chromosome complement or a
specific subset of CTs. For comparison, Figure 5, Panels H–J,
present typical examples of an ENP (Panel H), ENP/C (Panel
I) and ENC (Panel J) from a 14-cell embryo with major chro-
matin clusters, which were immunopositive for H3K9me3, a
histone marker for transcriptionally silent chromatin.

Major chromatin clusters will be described in more detail
in part 2. We wish to make readers aware of the current lack
of a generally accepted nomenclature to describe the range of
higher order chromatin structures encountered at different
scales of magnification. For this reason, a clarification of the
terms used by us may be appropriate at this point for better
comprehension of part 2 and part 3 of the present study.
Major chromatin clusters may comprise a part of a single CT
or a higher order structure composed from parts of several
neighboring CTs with variable H3K4me3 and H3K9me3
labeling patterns, formed sometimes from modestly and
sometimes from intensely DAPI-stained chromatin. As shown
below, major chromatin clusters contribute to the variability,
which distinguishes nuclear landscapes in in vitro fertilized
and cloned embryos from each other and from somatic cell
types, such as fetal fibroblasts used for animal cloning. Major
chromatin clusters should neither be confused with major

Figure 1 (See previous page). Global reorganization of nuclear architecture during preimplantation development of in vitro fertilized bovine embryos
studied with 3D confocal laser scanning microscopy. Panels A1–A8. Top, middle and bottom x/y-sections from image stacks of 8 DAPI-stained nuclei
recorded with 3-dimensional confocal laser scanning microscopy (3D-CLSM) in an in vitro fertilized 8-cell embryo. All nuclei show the ENP phenotype
(Embryonic Nucleus with a Peripheral chromatin arrangement; for a detailed description see Results). Panels B1–B8. Top, middle and bottom x/y-sections
from representative DAPI-stained nuclei recorded with CLSM in an IVF 20-cell embryo. Panel B1 exemplifies one of 3 nuclei in this embryo with a persis-
tent ENP phenotype. Panels B4–B8 provide examples for the nuclear phenotype, termed ENC, which was noted in 15 nuclei (Embryonic Nucleus with
Conventional chromatin arrangement; for a detailed description see text). Two nuclei (Panels B2 and B3) apparently represent a transition stage between
ENPs and ENCs, called ENP/C (for details see text). Bars: 10 mm in panel A1 is representative for all nuclei.
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Figure 2. For figure legend, see page 561.
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chromatin bodies in ENPs, representing an entire CT, nor
with the much smaller chromatin domain clusters (CDCs)
described in a previous study and below.40

Part 2.1 Nuclear landscapes in in vitro fertilized
preimplantation embryos observed with 3D structured
illumination microscopy (3D-SIM)

Compared with 3D-CLSM, 3D-SIM provides a superior res-
olution with an about twofold linear and eightfold volumetric
improvement.55,56 All 3D-SIM studies described below were
based on over 1000 individually recorded images per nucleus.
Despite its reported AT affinity we chose DAPI for DNA stain-
ing in our 3D-SIM studies because of its high photostability (tol-
erating the high number of exposures required for the recording
of a single nucleus), its DNA specificity and spectral properties
fitting to our 3D-SIM system configuration. From several dyes
which we tested for this purpose, only DAPI fulfilled these
requirements for our setup.40

The recording of high quality 3D image stacks with a high
numerical aperture microscope objective is only possible from
structures located very close to precision cover glasses using
immersion oil with a refractory index carefully adapted after
empirical testing (see also Supplementary Information: Extended
Experimental Procedures). 3D-SIM is better suited for imaging
of flat nuclei, such as fibroblast nuclei than for large roundish
nuclei. The thickness of bovine preimplantation embryos in the
order of 100 to 150 mm prevents high quality 3D-SIM studies
of nuclei in structurally intact embryos. To overcome this limita-
tion, we recorded only those nuclei from intact embryos, which
were found close to the glass surface. Alternatively, we microdis-
sected embryos into single cells, which were placed individually on
appropriate, polylysine-coated glass slides for secure attachment.

The quality of SIM images is also reduced by noise originating
from the Poisson distribution of the limited number of photons
recorded for each image from a given immunostained structure
and by a pattern of concentric rings (Fig. 6). To overcome this
problem as best as possible, images of DAPI-stained nuclei were
routinely thresholded for display with a threshold just sufficient
to eliminate this pattern (Fig. 6).

Changes of higher order chromatin arrangements in nuclei
of in vitro fertilized embryos studied with 3D structured
illumination microscopy

Figure 7 shows sections from ENPs, ENP/Cs and ENCs
recorded in IVF preimplantation embryos by 3D-SIM. The very
large male and female pronuclei in an IVF zygote were recorded
with 3D-CLSM (Figs. 7A and B) since they were positioned

too far away from the glass surface to allow high quality
imaging with 3D-SIM. Images from C to I demonstrate SIM
sections from nuclei with phenotypes typical for IVF preimplan-
tation embryos with increasing cell numbers: pre-ENPs from 2-
and 4-cell embryos (C and D), an ENP from an 8-cell embryo
(E) and ENCs from an embryo with 16 cells (F), a morula with
around 30 cells (G) and the inner cell mass (H) and trophecto-
derm (I) of a blastocyst. Panels J–Q present midplane x/y-SIM
sections (above) and x/z-SIM sections (below) from all nuclei of
an 8-cell in vitro fertilized embryo. Seven nuclei (J–P) clearly
show the major lacuna and peripheral localization of major
chromatin bodies, characteristic for the ENP phenotype. One
nucleus (Q) reveals major chromatin bodies isolated from each
other by wide IC-lacunas, but lacks a major lacuna. Supplemen-
tary Figure S1, Panels A-H show the same DAPI stained nuclei
in combination with immunostaining of H3K4me3. In line
with findings described above (Fig. 5, Panel F), some MCBs
were strongly immunostained, others modestly or weakly. For a
more detailed inspection of the arrangements of DAPI-stained
chromatin Figures 7R1–10 provide midplane SIM sections
from embryonic nuclei at higher magnification recorded from
in vitro fertilized embryos prior, during and after major genome
activation. Two nuclei from 4-cell embryos exemplify Pre-ENP
phenotypes (R1, R2) with clustered chromatin still distributed
throughout the nuclear interior. Two nuclei (R3, R4) exemplify
transition stages from the pre-ENP to the ENP phenotype.
Two nuclei from IVF 8-cell embryos represent typical ENPs
(R5, R6) with a fully developed major lacuna and peripheral
MCBs/CTs, isolated from their neighbors by wide IC-channels.
Nuclei recorded from embryos after major genome activation
represent examples of ENP/Cs (R7, R8) and ENCs (R9, R10),
where a higher order chromatin network expanded throughout
the entire nucleus. Typical nucleoli, surrounded by a rim of
intensely DAPI-stained chromatin became apparent in ENP/Cs,
but were absent in most nuclei of embryos prior to major
genome activation. The improved resolution of 3D-SIM further
revealed small chromatin domain clusters (CDCs) pervaded by
numerous smaller IC-channels in these example nuclei, indepen-
dent of their specific phenotype (compare the enlarged boxes a-c
in R5, R6, R7 and R10). Supplementary Movies provide
through view videos of 3D-SIM serial sections through DAPI-
stained nuclei with typical phenotypes (movie 1: ENP (R4);
movie 2: ENP (R6); movie 3: ENP/C (R8); movie 4: ENC
(R10). Figure 7S provides a set of nuclear volume measure-
ments based on 3D nuclear image stacks recorded with CLSM
or 3D-SIM from in vitro fertilized embryos advancing from the
4-cell stage to >18 cells. Nuclei recorded in embryos consisting

Figure 2 (See previous page). Global reorganization of nuclear architecture during preimplantation development of cloned bovine embryos studied
with 3D confocal laser scanning microscopy (3D-CLSM). Panels A1–A7. Top, mid and bottom x/y-sections from image stacks of 7 DAPI-stained nuclei
recorded with 3D-CLSM in a cloned 7-cell embryo. All nuclei show an ENP-like phenotype (compare Fig. 1, Panels A1-A8). Panels B1–B7. Top, mid and
bottom x/y-sections from representative DAPI-stained nuclei recorded with CLSM in a cloned 25-cell embryo. One nucleus (Panel B1) has retained the
ENP phenotype. The other nuclei (Panels B2–B7) represent the ENC phenotype (compare Fig. 1, Panels B4–B8). Nucleoli surrounded with dense chroma-
tin were noted in all ENCs but not in ENPs. Green signals in all Panels represent immunostained kinetochores. Enlarged views from boxed areas in Panels
A1 and B1 with kinetochores are shown at the bottom of this Figure (Panels a and b). Note the location of kinetochore clusters in modestly DAPI-stained
areas. Bars: 10 mm in panel A1 applies to all Panels A1-7 and B1-7; 1 mm for enlarged boxes a1/a2, and b1/b2.
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Figure 3. For figure legend, see page 563.
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of 4 cells and 5–8 cells, respectively, did not show a significant
difference of mean nuclear volumes (p D 0.4), whereas a highly
significant volume decrease was detected for embryos with 5–8
cells advancing to 9–17 cells (passing through major EGA) (p <

0.006) and beyond (>18 cells) (p < 0.0003) indicating that vol-
umes of ENCs with complete structural reconfiguration were
highly significantly smaller than pre-ENPs, ENPs and ENP/Cs
(p < 10¡6). Although the pronounced inter-cell variability of
nuclear volumes for ENPs, ENP/Cs and ENCs may in part reflect
fixation of cells at different stages of interphase, volume compari-
sons between nuclei classified as ENPs in 5- to 16-cell embryos
with nuclei classified in embryos with more than 18 cells revealed
a highly significant decrease of the mean nuclear volume of the
latter (p < 10¡4). In contrast, the volumes of ENP/Cs did not
differ significantly from the volumes of typical ENPs (p D 0.08),
suggesting that the disappearance of the major lacuna was not
simply enforced by nuclear volume reduction.

Nucleolus development and characterization of chromatin
surrounding nucleoli during early preimplantation development of
in vitro fertilized embryos studied with 3D structured illumination
microscopy

As already noted in the preceding 3D-CLSM study (Fig. 5,
Panel D), nucleolar precursor bodies lacked the rim of intensely
DAPI-stained chromatin, noted as a typical feature of nucleoli in
ENP/Cs and ENCs. Small precursor bodies in ENPs were entirely
positive for nucleophosmin B23, whereas larger precursor bodies
and mature nucleoli were characterized by a peripheral rim of B23.
Based on the higher resolution of 3D-SIM, Figure 8 provides fur-
ther insights into the constitution of chromatin surrounding nucle-
oli. Figure 8, Panel A, shows an ENP with a particularly large
nucleolar precursor or early nucleolus, which shows the peripheral
B23 staining but lacks an intensely DAPI-stained rim. The typical
“perinucleolar heterochromatic rim” harbors centromeric repeats
and silenced (rRNA) genes and is enriched in repressive chromatin
marks such as H3K9me3 and H3K27me3 and depleted in active
marks such as H3K4me3.57-59 ENP/Cs in contrast revealed hetero-
geneous patterns (Fig. 8, Panels B–E). Some rims revealed areas of
strongH3K4me3 staining (Panels B and C), whereas others showed
strongH3K9me3 staining (Panel E) or a mixture of H3K4me3 and
H3K9me3 staining at different parts of the rim (Panel D). It may
be speculated that H3K4me3 enriched perinucleolar chromatin
represents (rRNA) genes poised for transcription.

Activation of ribosomal genes during preimplantation
development of in vitro fertilized embryos

Figure 9 presents an evaluation of reads of intronic sequences
from 83 genes coding for ribosomal proteins based on our recent
transcriptome analysis of bovine oocytes and fertilized

preimplantation embryos.27 We calculated the ratio of intronic
reads to intronic positions not covered by reads (RINP). This
parameter can be used to detect embryonic activation of specific
genes based on the presence of incompletely spliced primary tran-
scripts, whereas maternal transcripts stored in oocytes are mostly
spliced and thus have a significantly lower RINP value. In line
with the formation of fully active nucleoli at the 8-cell stage, this
analysis provided evidence for activation of expression of 61
genes coding for ribosomal proteins during early embryonic
development, including 9 genes at the 4-cell stage, 47 genes at
the 8-cell stage, 4 genes at the 16-cell stage, and 1 gene at the
blastocyst stage. Columns in Fig. 9 show average values of RINP
for the entire pool of ribosomal protein genes. The 4-cell stage
did not show a significant increase in the average RINP value in
comparison with oocytes (p D 0.3). In contrast, a comparison
between the 4-cell stage and the 8-cell stage indicates a massive
and highly significant increase (p < 0.001) of the fraction of
RNA synthesis provided on average by genes for ribosomal pro-
teins in transcriptomes and a further rise at the 16-cell (p <

0.001) and blastocyst stage (p < 0.001). This finding is in line
with the observation that typical nucleoli with intense RNA syn-
thesis appear mostly in ENP/Cs after major genome activation,
but are rarely observed in ENPs, which carry nucleolar precursor
bodies or early nucleoli not yet surrounded by a rim of concen-
trated chromatin (compare (Fig. 4, Panels C, D, E, G, H, I;
Fig. 5, Panels D and E; Fig. 8). The data, however, do not pro-
vide information on the average total amount of RNA synthe-
sized from these genes per embryo or per cell at each stage.

RNA polymerase II, H3K4me3 and H3K9me3 arrangements
in nuclei of in vitro fertilized preimplantation embryos

Figure 10, Panel A shows a midplane SIM section of a nucleus
after immunodetection of H3K4me3 and RNA polymerase II, car-
rying a phosphorylated serine at position 5 (RNA polymerase II-
S5p) of its C-terminal domain. This large nucleus was recorded in a
6-cell embryo and showed features of nuclei approaching the full
ENP phenotype. It shows a central major lacuna surrounded by
peripherally located, DAPI-stained chromatin peppered with RNA
polymerase II clusters. In comparison with major chromatin bodies
noted in fully developed ENPs at the 8-cell stage, chromatin
appeared still more dispersed and individual MCBs separated by
wide IC-channels could not yet be detected (compare Figure 7,
panels J–Q, R5, R6). Figure 10, Panel B provides a typical example
for the topography of H3K4me3 and RNA polymerase II-Ser5p in
ENCs. In line with the distribution of a DAPI-stained higher order
chromatin network focal signals of both RNA polymerase II and
H3K4me3 are dispersed throughout the nuclear space. Boxed areas
in the ENP (panel A) and ENC (Panel B) are shown as enlarged
images (A1, A3, A5, A7 and B1, B3, B5, B7) on the right side of

Figure 3 (See previous page). Comparison of painted chromosome territories in nuclei of bovine fetal fibroblasts and cloned embryos.
Panels A–D. Midplane nuclear sections from imaging stacks recorded with CLSM from a bovine fetal fibroblast nucleus (panel A), an ENP (panel B), an
ENP/C (panel C) and an ENC (panel D) from cloned embryos after 3D-FISH with a BTA 13 paint probe (green). Chromosome painting demonstrates that
individual CTs 13 correspond to individual major chromatin bodies (MCBs) with variable configurations, occasionally including nearby chromatin clusters
(arrow). Three further MCBs painted with the BTA 13 probe were detected in other light optical sections from this nucleus (see Supplementary Fig. S1 in
accompanying article by Popken et al.35). Bars: 3 mm for A1–3, B1, B2, C1, C2, D1, D2; 2 mm for the enlarged box in A1 and for B3, B4; 1 mm for C3, C4.
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Figure 4. For figure legend, see page 565.
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Figure 10. Boxes framed in these enlarged images are further
enlarged in images A2, A4, A6, A8 and B2, B4, B6, B8 to pro-
vide insight into the topographical relationships of DAPI-stained
chromatin, H3K4me3 and RNA polymerase II at the level of
individual pixel clusters representing DAPI positive, RNA poly-
merase II and H3K4me3 signals. Although we noted occasional
spatial overlap between RNA polymerase II clusters and
H3K4me3 labeled chromatin (see black pixels in Figures 10 A7,
A8 and B7, B8), numerous RNA polymerase II foci were
observed without demonstrable contact to H3K4me3 positive
chromatin suggesting that RNA polymerase II-S5p foci were
either formed prior to their spatial association with transcription-
ally competent chromatin or persisted after their spatial dissocia-
tion from transcribed chromatin.60

It should be noted that the choice of a threshold necessary to
distinguish between background and true signals inevitably reflects
to some extent a subjective decision. Our choice was based on the
rationale that we expected little, if any true signal for RNA poly-
merase II or epigenetic marks outside the nucleus. Accordingly,
the threshold was set with the goal to maintain signal inside the
nucleus, while decreasing presumptive background outside the
nucleus. The size and abundance of immunopositive RNA poly-
merase II and H3K4me3 signals was affected by the choice of a
low, medium or high threshold (Supplementary Figs. S2 and S3).
For each threshold, however, we noted a preferential localization
of both markers at the periphery of chromatin domain clusters.
For a quantitative assessment of the topography between higher
order chromatin arrangements and the localization of RNA poly-
merase II, H3K4me3 and H3K9me3 see Part 3 below.

Next, we used 3D-SIM to analyze nuclear arrangements of
epigenetic marks of transcriptionally competent (H3K4me3) and
silent chromatin (H3K9me3), respectively, with regard to the
arrangements of DAPI-stained DNA in ENPs and ENCs of IVF
embryos. Striking changes in the patterns of these epigenetic
marks were observed during ENP-ENP/C-ENC transitions of
nuclei in embryos passing major genome activation. In typical
ENPs (Fig. 11, Panel A) some MCBs were predominantly
labeled with H3K4me3, others with H3K9me3, whereas still
others showed only sparse evidence for the presence of either
marker. H3K4me3 was frequently extended directly to the
nuclear border. Figure 11, Panel B, presents an ENP/C at an
early stage of post-major EGA structural transformation. Inspec-
tion of 3D-SIM image stacks revealed nucleoli surrounded by a
rim of densely DAPI-stained chromatin in this ENP/C (see box c
in Figure 11 B2). Figure 11, Panel C, shows an example of the
arrangements of H3K9me3 and H3K4me3 marked chromatin

typical for ENCs. Large H3K9me3 positive chromatin clusters
were maintained in the interior of ENCs, whereas large
H3K4me3 clusters had mostly disappeared. In further contrast to
ENPs, H3K4me3 was barely detected at the nuclear border but
nearly exclusively restricted to the nuclear interior. Several boxed
areas in these nuclei are enlarged in the images on the right side
of Figure 11 (Panels A, B, D, E, G, H) and provide insight into
the topographical relationships of DAPI-stained chromatin,
H3K4me3 and H3K9me3, employing the highest informative
magnification possible. For comparison, images A1, B1, D1, E1,
G1 and H1 represent only the DAPI-stained chromatin, whereas
images A2, B2, D2, E2, G2 and H2 add H3K4me3 and
H3K9me3 positive pixels, displayed without an attempt to dis-
tinguish between pixel intensities. We noted a nearly complete,
mutual exclusion of chromatin clusters marked by H3K4me3
and clusters marked by H3K9me3. For further details see legend
to Figure 11.

Part 2.2. Nuclear landscapes in fibroblasts and cloned
preimplantation embryos observed with 3D structured
illumination microscopy

Higher order arrangements of DAPI-stained chromatin studied
by 3D structured illumination microscopy in bovine fetal fibroblast
nuclei and cloned embryos

Next we employed 3D-SIM for a comparison of nuclear land-
scapes in bovine fetal fibroblasts and cloned embryos (Fig. 12).
Our observations confirm and expand observations made with
3D-CLSM (compare Figs. 1 and 2). Changing nuclear land-
scapes during preimplantation development of cloned bovine
embryos show striking similarities with the landscapes described
above for in vitro fertilized embryos but also notable differences.
The flat-ellipsoidal shape of bovine fetal fibroblast nuclei
(Fig. 12, Panels A1 to A8) was transformed into a roundish shape
in all nuclei of the cloned 8-cell embryo shown in (Fig. 12, Pan-
els B1 to B8. Compared with bovine fetal fibroblast nuclei, visual
inspection of nuclei in this embryo also suggested a more pro-
nounced clustering of chromatin with a corresponding increase
of the IC, including a major, sometimes irregularly shaped
lacuna, which clearly exceeded the size of the largest IC-lacunas
noted in fetal fibroblast nuclei, but which was generally smaller
than major lacunas discovered in in vitro fertilized 8-cell embryos
(compare Figures 1 and 2; Figure 12 B1 to B8; Supplementary
Figure S1). IC-lacunas in bovine fetal fibroblast nuclei should
not be confused with their large, irregularly shaped nucleoli
stained with B23 (Fig. 12 A1, A3, A5, A7). Roundish nuclei

Figure 4 (See previous page). Arrangements of splicing speckles and de novo synthesized RNA in nuclei of in vitro fertilized and cloned embryos. Panels
A and B. Midplane sections recorded by 3D-CLSM in an ENP (panel A) and an ENC (panel B) from IVF embryos stained with TO-PRO-3 DNA (red) show the
enrichment of the splicing factor SC-35 (green) in splicing speckles both in the major lacuna of the ENP and distributed throughout the interchromatin
compartment of the ENC. Panels C–E. Immunocytochemical detection of bromine-labeled RNA after incubation for 45 minutes with BrUTP or BrU precur-
sors. Panel F. Projection of a confocal image stack from a 15-cell cloned embryo stained with TO-PRO-3 (red) following 45 minutes incubation with BrU
shows nuclei with strikingly different phenotypes, including a pyknotic nucleus (arrow). Note that the visibility of all nuclei in this projection is precluded
by nuclear overlays. Panels G–I. Enlarged views of nuclei, framed in F1 by boxes G, H and I, include an ENP-like nucleus (G), an ENP/C-like nucleus (H) and
an ENC (I) (for definition of these nuclear phenotypes see Results and compare Figs. 1 and 2). These Panels also present evidence for de novo RNA syn-
thesis in nuclei of this cloned embryo independent of differences between nuclear phenotypes. Note strong RNA synthesis in nucleoli of ENCs of both
fertilized (panel E) and cloned embryos (panel I). Bars: 5 mm in A1 representative for Panels A–E, 25 mm in Panel F; 5 mm in G1 for Panels G–I.
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Figure 5. Representative confocal midplane sections demonstrate essential features of ENPs and ENCs in in vitro fertilized embryos. Panel A. ENP at G2/
prophase, characterized by strong immunostaining of H3S10p. Panel B. ENP in S-phase, characterized by pulse-labeling (30 min) of replication foci with
EdU. Panel C. EdU pulse labeling pattern of a typical ENC in mid S-phase. Panel D. ENP with several nucleolar precursor bodies (NPBs), immunostained
with the nucleolar marker B23. Panel E. Large nucleoli lined with B23 in the interior of an ENC. Panels F, G. ENP (F) and ENP/C (G) with positive H3K4me3
immunostaining of chromatin, clearly enriched in some MCBs (compare Supplementary Fig. S1). Panels H, I, J. Immunocytochemical detection of
H3K9me3 in an ENP (H), an ENP/C (I) and an ENC (J). Bar: 4 mm in A1 representative for all Panels.
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with a major lacuna were
classified as ENP-like.
Occasional nuclei pre-
sented small, round nucle-
oli with an intensely
stained rim of DAPI-
stained DNA (see Figure
12, B5 for example).
This nucleolar phenotype
resembled nucleoli noted
in nuclei of in vitro fertil-
ized embryos but was
starkly different from the
very large, irregularly
shaped nucleoli in fetal
fibroblast nuclei, indicat-
ing a major structural
reconfiguration of such
nucleoli in cloned preim-
plantation embryos. At
this point, we do not
know whether nucleoli
carried by the fibroblast
nucleus are dissolved and
replaced by new nucleoli
emerging during major
genome activation of
cloned embryos. For com-
parison, Figure 12 C1–4
and D1–4 show 8 nuclei
from trophectodermal
cells recorded by 3D-SIM
from a non-hatched
(C1–4) and a hatched
(D1–4) cloned blastocyst
fixed at day 8. Large
nucleoli, resembling
nucleoli of bovine fetal
fibroblasts with an irregu-
larly shaped rim of DAPI
dense DNA, were fre-
quently seen in nuclei of
cloned blastocysts and the
large majority had
adopted a typical ENC
phenotype with higher
order chromatin networks
expanding throughout the
nuclear space. A compari-
son of volumes of bovine
fetal fibroblast nuclei with
nuclei from cloned
embryos shows a several-
fold mean volume increase
of embryonic nuclei,
when embryos approached

Figure 6. Problems and consequences of image thresholding in 3D structured illumination microscopy. Mid-
plane SIM sections from a DAPI-stained ENP (panel A) and an ENC (panel B) without any threshold (A1, B1) and after
application of a moderate threshold (A2, A3 and B2, B3). Contrast and brightness of images A2, B2 was chosen to
emphasize a pronounced pattern of concentric rings, which represents an artifact of structured illumination micros-
copy. C and D. DAPI intensity profiles recorded along dashed lines in A2 and B2. Maintenance of these patterns in
unthresholded images resulted in erroneous local increases (A2, C, green dotted line, circles and arrows) or decreases
(A2, B2, C, D, red dotted line, circles and arrows) of DAPI intensities. Application of a threshold just above average
background (C and D) largely removed the cocentric-ring like patterns, but at the expense that part of the real DAPI
signal was also lost (A3, B3). See Supplementary Figures S2 and S3 for problems and consequences of threshold
application to immunostained signals. Bars: 3 mm in A3 representative for all Panels.
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major genome activation at day 2 after SCNT, followed by a
strong volume reduction during post-major EGA development at
day 4 (accompanying publication Popken et al.35).

A comparison of all nuclei from the 2 cloned 8-cell embryos
shown in Figs. 2 and 12 emphasizes the pronounced variability
of nuclear phenotypes in different cloned embryos with identical
cell numbers. Whereas all nuclei of the cloned embryo presented
in Fig. 2 show – in close correspondence with ENPs of the in

vitro fertilized embryo in Figure 1 – a major lacuna, surrounded
by compact and well demarcated major chromatin bodies, nuclei
of the cloned embryo in Figure 12 failed to show this complete
ENP morphology, although most nuclei presented an ENP-like
phenotype. The more pronounced variability of nuclear land-
scape changes during the development of cloned embryos may
reflect problems of a proper structural remodeling of bovine fetal
fibroblast nuclei, as well as the higher frequency of chromosomal

Figure 7. For figure legend, see page 569.
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missegregation events during early preimplantation development
of cloned versus in vitro fertilized embryos (accompanying article
by Popken et al.35).

H3K4me3, H3K9me3 and RNA polymerase II arrangements in
fetal fibroblast nuclei

Fig. 13 presents typical SIM midplane sections of DAPI-
stained bovine fibroblast nuclei together with immunostainings
of H3K4me3 (green) and nucleophosmin B23 (red) (Panel A),
of H3K4me3 and RNA polymerase II-Ser2p (red) (Panel B)
and of H3K4me3 and H3K9me3 (red) (Panel C). H3K4me3
labeled chromatin appeared dispersed throughout the nuclear
interior. This epigenetic mark was enriched in chromatin lining
IC-lacunas together with RNA polymerase II (Panels A/a
and B/b) but not detected in the interior of nucleoli (Panel A)
and only occasionally noted in the layer of intensely DAPI-
stained DNA contacting the nuclear lamina. In addition to dis-
persed H3K9me3 labeled chromatin, we observed large
H3K9me3 positive major chromatin clusters (Panels C/c/d).
They often revealed a rim, which was intensely DAPI and
H3K9me3 stained (c1, d1). These clusters may represent chro-
mocenters and should not be confused with major chromatin
bodies, which likely represent CTs (see above).61 Notably,
H3K4me3 labeling inside and outside these clusters had approx-
imately the same intensity, whereas RNA polymerase II-Ser2p
was absent inside these clusters (b2). The variation of the inten-
sity of H3K4me3 signals inside and outside these clusters was
more pronounced in cloned blastocysts (see below). The
intensely DAPI-stained rims of these clusters were generally
connected to the intensely DAPI-stained chromatin beneath the
nuclear envelope. Clusters located in the nuclear interior were
connected to the nuclear border by a highly concentrated chro-
matin bridge (yellow boxes in B2/B4). Lining of fibroblast
nucleoli with B23 was interrupted at sites, where major chroma-
tin clusters were in direct contact with nucleoli (a2).

H3K4me3, H3K9me3 and RNA polymerase II arrangements in
nuclei of cloned preimplantation embryos

Fig. 14 shows midplane SIM sections of 2 nuclei from a
cloned 8-cell embryo (Panels A and B) and 2 nuclei from a
cloned, hatched blastocyst (Panels C and D) and exemplifies
topographical relationships between DAPI-stained chromatin
(gray), H3K4me3 (green) and H3K9me3 (red), which were typi-
cally noted in ENP-like and ENP/C-like nuclei (Panels A and B)
and in ENCs (Panels C and D). The 4 representative nuclei
show prominent major chromatin clusters, all prominently
labeled with H3K9me3, but some of them intensely, others only
modestly stained with DAPI (for examples see Panels a to h). In
intensely DAPI-stained major chromatin clusters seen in ENP-
and ENP/C-like nuclei we noted very little H3K4me3 label,
whereas in modestly DAPI-stained clusters additional H3K4me3
labeling appeared more pronounced (compare DAPI intensities
with chromatin clusters in Panel c). Intensely DAPI-stained
major chromatin clusters observed in ENCs of the cloned,
hatched blastocyst showed little H3K4me3 label. In remarkable
contrast, however, weakly DAPI-stained major chromatin clus-
ters showed a strong enrichment of both H3K4me3 and
H3K9me3 (compare DAPI intensities with chromatin clusters in
Panel h).

Figure 15 shows SIM midplane sections recorded in 2 ENP-
like nuclei from a cloned, DAPI-stained 8-cell embryo with
immunostaining of H3K4me3 and RNA polymerase II-Ser2p
(Panels A and B), as well as 2 nuclei from a non-hatched cloned
blastocyst (Panels C and D). Enlarged images of boxed areas in
these nuclei (Panels a-h) demonstrate an enrichment of RNA
polymerase II together with H3K4me3 in chromatin lining IC-
lacunas, in line with observations described above for fetal fibro-
blast nuclei (Fig. 13, Panels B/b), as well as for ENPs and ENCs
of in vitro fertilized embryos (Fig. 10). The observation of major
chromatin clusters strongly labeled with H3K4me3 but not with
RNA polymerase II in the ENC of the cloned, non-hatched

Figure 7 (See previous page). Nuclear phenotypes in in vitro fertilized preimplantation embryos studied with 3D structured illumination microscopy.
A–I. Midplane sections from typical DAPI-stained nuclei recorded with 3D-SIM at different preimplantation stages, male pronucleus from a zygote (A),
female pronucleus from the same zygote (B), 2-cell stage (C), 4-cell stage (D), 8-cell stage (E), 16-cell stage (F), morula (G), and blastocyst (H from inner
cell mass (ICM) and I from trophectoderm (TE)). The 2 pronuclei in a zygote were recorded with 3D confocal laser scanning microscopy (3D-CLSM) due to
their distance to the cover glass. J–Q. Top row: Midplane-SIM sections from all DAPI-stained nuclei recorded in an IVF 8-cell embryo. Bottom row: Corre-
sponding x/z-sections. With rare exceptions nuclei have a roundish shape and show the ENP phenotype (for definition see Results and Fig. 1). R1-R10.
Midplane SIM sections present typical phenotypes of DAPI-stained nuclei at higher magnification taken from embryos with 4 cells (R1 – R3), 7 cells (R4),
8 cells (R5, R6), 9 cells (R7, R8), 19 cells (R9) and a morula with about 32 cells (R10). These nuclei were classified as pre-ENP (R1), transition state from the
pre-ENP phenotype to ENP phenotype (R2) or early ENPs (R3, R4), fully developed ENPs (R5, R6), ENP/Cs (R7, R8), and ENCs (R9, R10). Typical nucleoli sur-
rounded by intensely DAPI-stained chromatin (examples marked by asterisks in R7 – R10) were typically noted in ENP/Cs and in all ENCs. Arrows in R2 –
R8 point to wide interchromatin compartment (IC) channels, pervading from the major lacuna toward the nuclear envelope between major chromatin
bodies. They were first noted during the pre-ENP/ENP transition (R2), prominent in ENPs and ENP/Cs (see enlargements of boxed areas a-c in R6, R7) and
disappeared together with the major lacuna during the development of ENCs (R9, R10). Major lacunas often adopted a central position in the nuclear
interior of ENPs (R6), but acentric positions were also observed resulting in broad regions of direct contact of a major lacuna with the nuclear envelope
(R3, arrowheads). At all stages of preimplantation development major chromatin bodies likely representing individual chromosome territories (compare
Fig. 3) were built up from smaller chromatin domain clusters (CDCs) pervaded by small IC channels (see enlargements of boxed areas a-c in R5 and R10).
S. Volumes recorded for a sample of nuclei recorded with 3D-CLSM or 3D-SIM from embryos with 4-cells (E4; 15 nuclei), 5 to 8 cells (E5–8; 27 nuclei), 9–
16 cells (E9–16; 36 nuclei) and more than 18 cells (E > 18; 30 nuclei). Scatter plots are combined with box plots presenting mean values, quartiles and
whiskers. Each dot respresents the volume of an individual nucleus. Black dots respresent ENPs, red dots ENP/Cs and blue dots ENCs. A highly significant
volume decrease (P< 0.006) was noted for nuclei in embryos advancing from 5–8 cells to 9–16 cells. Bars: 5 mm in I representative for A–I; 3 mm in J rep-
resentative for J–Q; 3 mm in R1 representative for R1-R10; 1 mm side length of enlarged boxes a, b and c in R5-R7, R10.
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blastocyst shown in Figure 15, panel D, however, suggests that
this epigenetic mark can be enriched in chromatin, which is not
or not yet actively transcribed. Fig. 16 shows that major chroma-
tin clusters with a strong enrichment of H3K4me3 were consis-
tently detected in nuclei (n D 17) recorded by 3D-SIM in this
non-hatched blastocyst, whereas we did not observe this type in

fetal fibroblast nuclei (n D 57) and only rarely in another cloned
blastocyst studied after hatching (1 from 11 nuclei). Similar to
fibroblasts, most nuclei in this hatched blastocyst did not show
an increased H3K4me3 labeling intensity inside clusters marked
strongly with H3K9me3 compared to areas outside these clusters.
More studies of non-hatched and hatched blastocysts are

Figure 8. For figure legend, see page 571.
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necessary in order to decide whether the observed differences rep-
resent a differentiation event correlated with embryo hatching or
whether these differences reflect a strong variability of major
chromatin complexes between different cloned embryos, possibly
correlated with differences in their developmental potentials.

Part 3. Quantitative analysis of similarities and differences
between nuclear landscapes of in vitro fertilized embryos,
cloned embryos and fetal fibroblasts

Frequencies of distinguished nuclear phenotypes in in vitro
fertilized and cloned preimplantation embryos

Figure 17A provides a quantitative analysis of the frequencies
of pre-ENPs, ENPs, ENP/Cs and ENCs analyzed in a total of
259 nuclei recorded with 3D-SIM in IVF embryos, including 9

embryos with 2 cells, 6 embryos with 3–4 cells, 7 embryos with
7–8 cells, 8 embryos with 9–15 cells and 6 embryos with more
than 18 cells up to the morula stage (»30 cells). In 17 nuclei
recorded from 2-cell embryos pre-ENPs were the predominant
phenotype (82%), although 18% of nuclei showed already a
major lacuna and were classified accordingly as ENPs. In 22
nuclei recorded from embryos with 3–4 cells the percentage of
pre-ENPs decreased to 27% and ENPs became predominant
(73%). In addition to a major lacuna, 10% of nuclei also pre-
sented nucleoli, demarcated by a rim of intensely DAPI-stained
DNA. This nucleolar phenotype was rarely noted in classical
ENPs but marked the beginning of the transition from ENP to
ENC after major genome activation (ENP/C). In 56 nuclei
recorded from embryos with 7–8 cells 89% represented the ENP
phenotype. After major embryonic genome activation the frac-
tion of ENPs determined in 66 nuclei from embryos with 9 to
15 cells dropped to 48%, while the fraction of ENP/Cs and
ENCs rose to 38% and 13%. Only one nucleus with the pre-
ENP like phenotype was observed at this stage of preimplanta-
tion development. In 98 nuclei recorded from embryos with
more than 18 cells to morula stage ENCs presented by far the
dominant fraction (87%) and only few nuclei still showed an
ENP or ENP/C phenotype. Figure 17B presents a quantification
of pre-ENP-like, ENP-like and ENP/C-like nuclear phenotypes
recorded in 40 nuclei from 5 cloned 8-cell embryos and 28 nuclei
from 2 cloned blastocysts. The ENP-like phenotype was predom-
inant at the 8-cell stage (48%), followed by the ENP/C-like phe-
notype (32%) and the pre-ENP like phenotype (20%). All nuclei
studied at the blastocyst showed the ENC phenotype.

Linking topological chromatin density mapping of the nuclear
landscape with H3K4me3, H3K9me3 and RNA polymerase II
arrangements

For a quantitative comparison of the nuclear topography of
the functionally relevant hallmarks H3K4me3, H3K9me3 and
RNA polymerase II with the topography of DAPI-stained chro-
matin, we employed a segmentation algorithm, previously devel-
oped for DAPI-stained nuclei.37,40 DAPI positive pixels in SIM
sections were segmented into 7 DAPI intensity classes with equal
intensity variance. This classification provided a clear visualiza-
tion of nuclear landscapes shaped by color-coded DAPI intensity
classes and allowed for a statistical comparison both between
individual nuclei and between different areas within individual
nuclei.

Figure 8 (See previous page). Nucleolar precursor bodies and nucleoli in nuclei of in vitro fertilized embryos. A1–E1. Midplane SIM sections of a
DAPI-stained nucleus approaching ENP (A1) and of 4 ENP/Cs (B1–E1). A2–E2. Corresponding sections with immunostained H3K4me3 (green) and B23
(red) in A2 and B2 or H3K4me3 (green) and H3K9me3 (red) in C2 – E2. Boxed areas in Panel A frame a nucleolar precursor body or early nucleolus and
likely mature nuclei in Panels B–E. Enlarged images of boxed areas are presented below: A3–E3, DAPI; A4, B4, B23; C4–E4, H3K9me3; A5–E5, H3K4me3;
A6, B6, colored overlays of DAPI, H3K4me3 and B23; C6–E6, colored overlays of DAPI, H3K4me3 and H3K9me3. Note that the nucleolar precursor body or
early nucleolus shown in Panel A is lined by B23 (A4) but lacks a surrounding rim of intensely DAPI-stained DNA (A3) in contrast to mature nucleoli (B3–
E3). Unexpectedly, most of the nucleoli shown in Panels B, D and E present variable parts of their DAPI-stained rims labeled with H3K4me3 (B5, C5, D5,
see arrow heads in C5 and D5), considered as a marker for transcriptionally competent chromatin, but little detectable staining with H3K9me3, consid-
ered as a marker for silent chromatin (C4, D4). The DAPI-stained rim of the nucleolus shown in Panel E is strongly marked by H3K9me3 (E4) but shows lit-
tle H3K4me3 staining (E5, arrow heads). Bars: 5 mm in A1 is representative for A1–E2, 1 mm in A3 is representative for enlarged boxes A3–E6.

Figure 9. A transcriptome analysis suggests a major increase of intronic
sequences from genes coding for ribosomal proteins at the 8-cell stage
of in vitro fertilized embryos. Columns present the results of a transcrip-
tome analysis of 83 genes coding for ribosomal proteins at germinal ves-
icle (GV) and at metaphase II stage bovine oocytes, as well as in IVF
embryos with 4, 8 and 16 cells and in blastocysts.27 For all genes the
parameter RINP was determined individually as a measure for the cover-
age of all intronic sequences in transcripts from each gene. RINP indi-
cates the ratio of intronic read counts to not-covered intronic positions.
A fold change �10 in RINP between subsequent replicates of the embry-
onic stages was considered as indicative of nascent transcription. Back-
ground was defined as the 75th percentile of RINP in the oocyte stages
(for further details see Graf et al. 2014).27 A fold change �10 could only
be confirmed for a fraction of ribosomal protein genes at each stage (for
details see Results). Columns show average values of RINP for the entire
pool of ribosomal protein genes.
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Fig. 18 presents midplane sections with color-coded DAPI
intensity classes from typical nuclear phenotypes recorded with
3D-SIM from in vitro fertilized embryos (Panels A–E) and
cloned embryos (Panels F–J). As noted above, images of DAPI-
stained nuclei were routinely displayed after thresholding to

remove artifacts due to patterns of concentric rings (see Fig. 6).
All pixels below the chosen threshold are counted as class 1 pixels.
Panels A-J show nuclear arrangements of color-coded DAPI
intensity classes for both thresholded (A1–J1) and unthresholded
nuclei (A2–J2).

Figure 10. Topography of DAPI-stained chromatin, RNA polymerase II-S5p and H3K4me3 in nuclei from in vitro fertilized preimplantation embryos
recorded with 3D structured illumination microscopy. Panels A and B. Midplane SIM sections from an ENP (panel A) and ENC (panel B). A1 and B1. Pat-
terns of DAPI-stained DNA (gray). A2 and B3. Overlay of H3K4me3 (green) and RNA polymerase II-S5p signals (red) on the DAPI images. B2 shows only
the H3K4me3 pattern, B4 only the RNA polymerase II-S5p pattern of this ENC. Rectangular boxes of the same size area marked in A1, A2, B1–B4 are
presented as enlarged views in images a1, a3, a5, a7 and b1, b3, b5, b7. To allow a more detailed visual inspection at the level of individually recognizable
pixels (39.5 nm2 pixel size) rectangular boxes marked in these views are further enlarged in a2, a4, a6, a8 and b2, b4, b6, b8. An increase in color intensity
of DAPI positive pixels (blue) is tentatively considered as a reflection of a local increase in the compaction of chromatin stained with DAPI (a1, a2, b1, b2).
Black pixels in a3, a4 and b3, b4 denote a colocalization of DAPI positive pixels with H3K4me3 positive pixels. Green colored H3K4me3 positive pixels
were noted in DAPI negative areas of thresholded images (compare Fig. 6) (tentatively considered as interchromatin compartment channels). Red col-
ored pixels in a5, a6 and b5, b6 are taken as an indication for RNA polymerase II-S5p positive pixels located within the interchromatin compartment,
whereas black pixels in these images denote a colocalization of RNA polymerase II-S5p positive pixels with DAPI positive pixels. Black pixels in a7, a8 and
b7, b8 indicate a colocalization of H3K4me3 positive pixels with RNA polymerase II-S5p positive pixels, whereas green and red pixel clusters hint to sepa-
rate H3K4me3 and RNA polymerase II-S5p signals. Note the predominance of positive pixels for H3K4me3 and RNA polymerase II-S5p clusters at the
periphery of chromatin clusters stained with DAPI often expanding into the IC (white). RNA polymerase II-S5p clusters show side-by-side associations
with clusters of H3K4me3 labeled chromatin, but are also frequently located remote from each other. Bars: 3 mm for A1, A2, B1–B4; 1 mm for a1, a3, a5,
a7 and b1, b3, b5, b7; 300 nm for a2, a4, a6, a8 and b2, b4, b6, b8.
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Linking of DAPI density mapping with H3K4me3,
H3K9me3 and RNA polymerase II arrangements was performed
with unthresholded nuclei (exemplified in Fig. 18A2–J2). This
approach stretched DAPI intensity classes over the widest possi-
ble range (compare Supplementary Figure S4). In non-thresh-
olded DAPI images classes 1–3 apparently represented the
interchromatin compartment, classes 4 and 5 preferentially the
less intensely DAPI-stained periphery of chromatin domain clus-
ters (CDCs), called the perichromatin region (PR) (see Introduc-
tion and Discussion) and classes 6 and 7 preferentially the
intensely DAPI-stained core regions of CDCs. Class 1 (blue) is
strongly increased in the thresholded nuclei.

Fig. 19 shows the results of a quantitative high-resolution
analysis of RNA polymerase II, H3K4me3 and H3K9me3

positive pixels attributed to the 7 DAPI intensity classes from
unthresholded ENPs and ENCs of in vitro fertilized embryos
(including a few early stages of ENP/Cs) (Fig. 19A and B),
ENP-like nuclei and ENCs from cloned embryos (Fig. 19C and
D) and fetal fibroblast nuclei (Fig. 19E). Care was taken to cor-
rect for any shifts between the channels used for recording DAPI
and the additional pairwise recording of H3K4me3 and
H3K9me3 or H3K4me3 and RNA polymerase II. In each sam-
ple 3 – 6 sequential, mid-nuclear SIM sections were evaluated
from a total of 20 nuclei, including 10 nuclei with immunos-
tained H3K4me3/H3K9me3 (cloned ENP-like n D 7) and 10
nuclei with immunostained H3K4me3/RNA polymerase II
(cloned ENP-like n D 8; for further details see Supplementary
Information: Extended Experimental Procedures). We tested the

Figure 11. For figure legend, see page 574.
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null hypothesis of a random distribution of H3K4me3,
H3K9me3 and RNA polymerase II positive pixels across the 7
DAPI intensity classes. For a random distribution the fraction of
marker pixels should equal the fraction of DAPI positive pixels
representing each class. In all samples the null hypothesis could
be rejected with a very high probability (P < 10¡15).

Figure 19 demonstrates a highly non-random and consistent
pattern of RNA polymerase II, H3K4me3 and H3K9me3 in all
samples despite the strikingly different global nuclear landscapes
of ENPs and ENP-like nuclei compared with ENCs and fibro-
blast nuclei. DAPI intensity classes 6 and 7 showed a significant
enrichment of H3K9me3 with a higher accumulation in class 6,
whereas a distinct depletion was typically found in class 7 for
H3K4me3 and RNA polymerase II. These 2 markers were con-
sistently enriched in class 4. In contrast, all 3 markers were
depleted in class 1. In our analyses of in vitro fertilized embryos
we studied RNA polymerase II with a phosphorylated serine 5 of
its CTD domain, while analyses of cloned embryos and fetal
fibroblasts were carried out with RNA polymerase II carrying a
phosphorylated serine 2. A noticeable difference between the
nuclear arrangements of the 2 enzyme modifications was not
detected. The patterns described in Figure 19 were robustly sup-
ported for a range of thresholds applied to SIM sections of
immunostained markers (Supplementary Fig. S4; for further
details see Extended Experimental Procedures) despite the fact
that the size and abundance of immunopositive pixel clusters for
RNA polymerase II, H3K4me3 and H3K9me3 was affected by
the choice of low, medium and high thresholds (Supplementary
Figs. S2 and S3).

The comparison of nuclear samples from in vitro fertilized and
cloned embryos was complicated by major chromatin clusters
strongly marked with H3K4me3, H3K9me3 or both. We noted
such clusters in both types of embryos but they appeared particu-
larly prominent relative to the nuclear volume in the small ENCs
of cloned blastocysts. Supplementary Figure S5 presents a separate
analysis of immunopositive pixels present in individual strongly
H3K9me3 decorated major chromatin clusters to the 7 DAPI
intensity classes. Supplementary Figure S6 provides such an analy-
sis for major chromatin clusters decorated with H3K4me3. These
Supplementary Figures indicate a pronounced variability of the
topography of H3K9me3 and H3K4me3 in different major chro-
matin clusters even within the same nucleus. For the evaluation of
ENPs and ENCs from in vitro fertilized embryos and ENP-like
presented in Figure 19A, B entire SIM sections were used, since
the modest presence of major chromatin clusters did not make
any important difference relative to the nuclear volume. For the
evaluation of ENCs from cloned blastocysts shown in
Figure 19C, D we deliberately analyzed sections with few if any
major chromatin clusters to ensure that the analysis represents the
signal distribution in the interchromatin compartment, perichro-
matin region and core regions of CDCs (see above).

In summary, despite major differences of the global landscapes
the detailed inspection of SIM-images (Figs. 10–15) and quanti-
tative image analyses (Fig. 19) indicate for all types of nuclei a
local accumulation of H3K9me3 in the core of chromatin
domain clusters and of H3K4me3 and RNA polymerase II in the
less intensely DAPI-stained periphery of these clusters, whereas
these markers were depleted in the interchromatin compartment.

Figure 11 (See previous page). Topography of DAPI-stained chromatin, H3K4me3 and H3K9me3 in nuclei from in vitro fertilized preimplantation
embryos recorded with 3D structured illumination microscopy. Panels A–C. Midplane SIM sections from an ENP (A), an ENP/C (B) and an ENC (C) present
typical examples of the topography of DAPI-stained DNA (gray, A1–C1) together with overlays of DAPI-stained DNA with H3K4me3 (green) and
H3K9me3 (red) (A2–C2). Enlargements of boxed areas a, d, e, g and h in these nuclei are shown on the right with DAPI-stained chromatin in blue (a1, d1,
e1, g1 and h1) and corresponding overlays of DAPI images with pixels (pixel size 39.5 nm2) classified as immunopositive for H3K4me3 (green) or
H3K9me3 (red) (a2, d2, e2, g2 and h2). Pixels and pixel clusters positive for both H3K4me3 and H3K9me3 are denoted in black. Circles in the correspond-
ing images d1/d2, e1/e2, g1/g2, h1/h2 were drawn into these enlarged images either to mark areas of special interest (see below) or to facilitate compar-
isons between images showing only the DAPI pattern (left) and their corresponding counterpart showing additional immunolabeling of epigenetic
markers (right). Panel A. In this ENP most of the core parts of the strictly peripherally located DAPI-stained major chromatin bodies (MCBs) are labeled
with H3K9me3. In the periphery of some of these MCBs we note intensive labeling with H3K4me3 (compare a1 and a2). H3K4me3 positive clusters can
be noted directly at the nuclear border. The MCB presented at the right side of b1 and b2 exemplifies a case, strongly labeled with H3K4me3 throughout
with very little additional staining of H3K9me3, whereas the MCB on the left side of b1 and b2 shows overlapping signals of H3K4me3 and H3K9me3.
Panel B. This nucleus was identified as ENP/C. Nucleoli surrounded by densely DAPI-stained chromatin were noted in other sections of the 3D-SIM image
stack (for an example see box c). In comparison with the ENP shown in Panel A, the size of the major lacuna is apparently reduced by the invasion of
MCBs toward the nuclear interior. A clear separation of neighboring MCBs by wide IC channels is no longer possible in this nucleus. Potential MCBs or
alternatively major chromatin domain clusters with contributions from several neighboring CTs were preferentially labeled with H3K4me3, while others
were preferentially labeled with H3K9me3 (see boxed area e in Panel B and enlarged views e1 and e2 on the right). Enlarged boxes d1/d2 show a periph-
eral nuclear region with intensely DAPI-stained chromatin enriched at the nuclear border. H3K9me3 labeled chromatin is noted in clusters both at the
nuclear border and away from the border. These clusters, however, colocalize only in part with the densely DAPI-stained chromatin but also extend into
modestly DAPI-stained regions. Clusters of H3K4me3 labeled chromatin are distributed between the H3K9me3 labeled clusters. The enlarged views f1/f2
show that not only H3K9me3 but also H3K4me3 positive clusters can be noted directly at the nuclear border (compare with a2). Panel C. Midplane SIM
section from a typical ENC nucleus. In contrast to the ENP and ENP/C, the major lacuna has disappeared. Chromatin at the nuclear border is nearly exclu-
sively marked with H3K9me3 and extends as an interconnected chromatin network throughout the nuclear interior with numerous large and small
H3K9me3 labeled clusters, whereas enrichment of H3K4me3 label is only noted in dispersed small clusters (compare g1/g2 and h1/h2). Although these
enlarged views suggest a preference of H3K9me3 for regions more densely stained with DAPI, whereas H3K4me3 appears preferentially located in less
densely stained regions, detailed inspection shows an occasional extension of H3K9me3 positive pixels also into regions with weakly DAPI-stained chro-
matin and on the contrary an extension of H3K4me3 positive pixels into intensely DAPI-stained regions (see Results part 3 for quantitative analysis). Bars:
2 mm for A1–C2 and c; 1 mm for a1–b2 and d1–h2.
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Discussion

Preimplantation development of
in vitro fertilized and cloned
embryos is accompanied by massive
changes of nuclear landscapes

Major embryonic genome activa-
tion occurs at the 8-cell stage of
in vitro fertilized bovine embryos.27 A
major change of the gene expression
status may also occur in cloned 8-cell
bovine embryos as suggested by the
activation of pluripotency genes at
this stage.25 In vitro fertilized and
cloned bovine embryos approaching
the 8-cell stage were characterized by
the formation of a major lacuna,
enriched in splicing factors, and pre-
sumably many other storage factors,
whose nuclear topography was not
tested in the present study. Occa-
sional DAPI or TO-PRO-3 stained chromatin bodies were found
in the interior of the major lacuna, but otherwise current evi-
dence suggests that these lacunas constitute a rather DNA-free
space. DNA staining with these compounds may, however, not

suffice to exclude occasional giant chromatin loops, penetrating
from peripheral CTs deep into the major lacuna. The peripheral
chromatin surrounding major lacunas presented itself as major
chromatin bodies (MCBs), separated from each other by wide

Figure 12. Comparison of nuclear pheno-
types from bovine fetal fibroblasts and
cloned preimplantation embryos studied
with 3D structured illumination micros-
copy. Panels A1–A8. Midplane SIM x/y-
sections (left) and y/z-sections (right)
from DAPI-stained fetal fibroblast nuclei
indicate their common flat-ellipsoidal
shape. DAPI-stained sections are shown
together with immunostaining of nucleo-
phosmin B23 (red) and of H3K4me3
(green) in A1, A3, A5 and A7. Correspond-
ing sections with DAPI staining alone are
presented in A2, A4, A6 and A8. Panels
B1–B8. Midplane SIM x/y-sections (left)
and y/z-sections (right) from DAPI-
stained nuclei in a cloned 8-cell embryo
demonstrate the transformation of the
flat-ellipsoidal shape of fibroblast nuclei
into a roundish shape with a more pro-
nounced clustering of chromatin and the
formation of a major lacuna, marked by
asterisks (compare Figure 7, Panels J-Q).
Panels C1–C4 and D1–D4. Four nuclei
recorded by 3D-SIM from a cloned, non-
hatched blastocyst (C1–C4) and 4 nuclei
from a cloned, hatched blastocyst
(D1–D4). These nuclei were present in
cells, which maintained their connection
during microdissection of the embryos
for 3D-SIM (see Results and Extended
Experimental Procedures) and likely rep-
resent trophectoderm nuclei. Bar: 4 mm
in A1 representative for all Panels.
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interchromatin compartment (IC) channels, whereas smaller IC-
channels pervaded the interior of MCBs as well. Chromosome
painting experiments identified individual MCBs as distinct
chromosome territories (CTs).19 For nuclei with this phenotype

we introduced the term ENP (for Embryonic Nucleus with
Peripheral distribution of CTs). Although typical ENPs were
also noted in cloned 8-cell embryos, the major lacuna was often
smaller and the corresponding shift of chromatin toward the

Figure 13. For figure legend, see page 577.
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nuclear periphery, as well as chromatin compaction was less pro-
nounced. To account for such differences – notwithstanding the
striking similarities of these nuclear phenotypes in in vitro fertil-
ized and cloned embryos – we designated the phenotype of such
nuclei as ENP-like.

Preimplantation development after major EGA was character-
ized in both in vitro fertilized and cloned embryos by the disap-
pearance of the major lacuna and the formation of much smaller
nuclei with a 3D higher order chromatin network expanding
throughout the entire nuclear space. We called nuclei with this
phenotype ENCs (for Embryonic Nuclei with Conventional
architecture), because they adopted common features of nuclear
landscapes, previously described for a variety of somatic cell
types.6,40

To our best knowledge, the ENP phenotype was first
described in an EM study of 8-cell bovine IVF embryos.62 The
authors argued for a difference in the distribution of major chro-
matin bodies between nuclei from IVF embryos and nuclei from
conventionally fertilized embryos obtained from cows at slaugh-
ter. In these in vivo embryos they observed a distribution of
MCBs throughout the nuclear space. It is not clear, whether a
systematic difference between nuclear phenotypes in IVF and
in vivo embryos truly exists or whether this difference reflects
slightly different developmental stages of IVF and in vivo gener-
ated embryos.

The observed coincidence of major embryonic genome activa-
tion and the formation of rather compact CTs, separated by wide
IC-channels, in in vitro fertilized 8-cell embryos was an unex-
pected finding.27 We would rather have expected a correlation of
major EGA with a more decondensed state of CTs. Surprisingly,
the rather compact CTs detected in ENPs share structural simi-
larities with senescence associated heterochromatic foci (SAHF)
observed in human fibroblast cultures at the end of their replica-
tive life span as well as in CTs driven into a senescence-like state
after exposure with the thiodioxopiperazine metabolite chaeto-
cin.63,64 Like ENPs, senescent fibroblasts formed CTs separated
from each other by wide IC-channels but lacked a major central
lacuna. A functional compartmentalization with transcriptionally
competent chromatin at the periphery and silenced chromatin in
the compact interior of SAHFs and SAHF-like chromatin bodies
was consistently observed.63,64 The picture in ENPs is more het-
erogeneous. Some major chromatin bodies observed in ENPs of
in vitro fertilized embryos and ENP-like nuclei of cloned

embryos presented a compact core with H3K9me3, surrounded
by H3K4me3 labeled, peripheral chromatin, others were highly
enriched in H3K4me3 distributed throughout the entire territory
and still others revealed little H3K4me3 and H3K9me3 immu-
nopositive labeling.

Incorporation of BrUTP or BrU demonstrated de novo RNA
synthesis both in ENPs of in vitro fertilized embryos and ENP-
like nuclei of cloned embryos. Notably, previous studies have
demonstrated de novo RNA synthesis already during minor
genome activation, which occurs in bovine embryos already at
the 2-cell stage. The total amounts of such RNA may be even
larger than de novo RNA synthesis at the 8-cell stage.65 Major
embryonic genome activation at the 8-cell stage is characterized
by a steep increase in the number of transcribed genes.27 From
6848 genes, which were found to be switched on from the 4-cell
to the blastocyst stage, 3965 (58%) were activated at the 8-cell
stage.

Functional nucleoli, characterized by a surrounding rim of
compact chromatin and intense RNA synthesis, were common in
nuclei of both in vitro fertilized and cloned embryos, which had
passed the 8-cell stage, i.e. studied during post-major EGA devel-
opment. They were rarely noted in ENPs of in vitro fertilized
embryos, though more frequently in ENP-like nuclei of cloned
embryos. Data available from our recently published transcrip-
tome analysis27 were further analyzed in the present study with a
focus on genes involved in the formation of ribosomal proteins.
This analysis confirmed a major rise of intronic sequences from
such genes from the 8-cell stage to the blastocyst stage.

We found impressive differences in the clustering of
H3K4me3 and H3K9me3 in both in vitro fertilized and cloned
preimplantation embryos, but are not able to decide to which
extent these differences may reflect true changes in the topogra-
phy of the respective epitopes or effects of differential epitope
masking. In any case, the extent of such changes and internuclear
variability, observed even between nuclei of the same embryo,
emphasize the importance to study the dynamics of nuclear
architecture in space and time at the single cell level.

For a quantitative comparison of the nuclear topography of
transcriptionally competent chromatin (H3K4me3), transcrip-
tionally silent chromatin (H3K9me3) and RNA polymerase II
with regard to the topography of DAPI-stained chromatin, we
defined 7 DAPI intensity classes. This classification provided a
clear visualization of nuclear landscapes shaped by color-coded

Figure 13 (See previous page). Topography of DAPI-stained chromatin, nucleophosmin B23, RNA polymerase II-Ser2p, H3K4me3 and H3K9me3 in
nuclei of bovine fetal fibroblasts studied with 3D structured illumination microscopy. Panels A–C. SIM midplane x/y-sections of DAPI-stained bovine fibro-
blast nuclei (A1, B1, C1) and x/z-sections (A3, B3, C3) are shown together with corresponding immunostainings of H3K4me3 (green) and nucleophosmin
B23 (red) (A2, A4), H3K4me3 and RNA polymerase II-Ser2p (red) (B2, B4), H3K4me3 and H3K9me3 (red) (C2, C4). A fine line marked by pairs of arrows in
A2/A4, B2/B4 and C2/C4 indicates the sites of the respective x/z- and x/y-sections. All nuclei contain major chromatin domain clusters with a modestly
DAPI-stained core and an intensely DAPI-stained periphery. Examples are framed by white boxes. The yellow boxes in B2 and B4 indicate a major chro-
matin cluster in the nuclear interior connected to chromatin at the nuclear border. Panels a-d. Enlargements of white boxed areas in the 3 nuclei show
major chromatin clusters with a modestly DAPI-stained core (light blue) and an intensely DAPI-stained periphery (dark blue) (a1–d1), overlays of pixels
representing immunostained markers are shown in the corresponding images a2–d2. Black pixels represent colocalization of the 2 immunostained
markers. Panel a presents a major chromatin cluster, which interrupts the B23 stained rim of a nucleolus. Note also the lining of an IC lacuna with
H3K4me3. Panel b indicates that the core part of the chromatin domain cluster is modestly labeled with H3K4me3 but lacks RNA polymerase II-Ser2p.
IC-lacunas are lined with both H3K4me3 and RNA polymerase II-Ser2p. Panel c and d show intense H3K9me3 label enriched at the intensely DAPI-stained
periphery of major chromatin clusters. Bars: 3 mm for A1–C4; 2 mm for a1–d2.
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DAPI intensity classes and allowed for a statistical comparison
both between different areas of individual nuclei and different
samples of nuclei. These analyses demonstrate major similari-
ties and differences between nuclear landscapes of in vitro fer-
tilized and cloned preimplantation embryos, as well as fetal
fibroblasts used for somatic cell nuclear transfer. Notably, the
overall patterns of relative enrichments and depletions of
H3K4me3, H3K9me3 and RNA polymerase II positive pixels
over the 7 DAPI intensity classes were similar for ENPs,
ENP-like nuclei, ENCs studied in in vitro fertilized and

cloned embryos as well as for
nuclei of fetal fibroblasts. In all
samples, DAPI intensity classes
6 and 7, representing the core
of chromatin domain clusters
(CDCs), showed an enrichment
of H3K9me3. In contrast,
H3K4me3 and RNA polymer-
ase II were consistently enriched
in class 4, representing the less

Figure 14. Topography of
H3K4me3 and H3K9me3
observed with 3D structured
illumination microscopy in
nuclei from a cloned 8-cell
embryo and a cloned blasto-
cyst. Panels A and B. Midplane
SIM sections from an ENP-like
(Panel A) and an ENP/C-like
nucleus (Panel B) recorded
from a cloned 8-cell embryo
with DAPI-stained chromatin
(gray), H3K4me3 (green) and
H3K9me3 (red). Panels C and D.
Midplane SIM sections from 2
DAPI-stained ENCs of a cloned,
hatched blastocyst with immu-
nostaining of the 2 epigenetic
markers. The 4 example nuclei
show prominent major chro-
matin clusters, some of them
intensely, others modestly
stainedwith DAPI, but all prom-
inently labeled with H3K9me3.
Panels a to h. Enlargements of
boxed areas demonstrate
strongly H3K9me3 labeled
major chromatin clusters,
which cover both modestly
and strongly DAPI-stained chro-
matin. In ENP- and ENP/C-like
nuclei such clusters are sur-
rounded by H3K4me3 labeled
chromatin, but contain little
H3K4me3 in their interior (Pan-
els a-d). Black pixels denote
colocalization events of
H3K4me3 and H3K9me3 posi-
tive pixels, which mostly
occurred at the periphery of a
given major chromatin cluster.
In ENCs of the cloned, hatched
blastocyst we found numerous
major chromatin clusters, mod-
estly stained with DAPI and
strongly labeled with both
H3K4me3 and H3K9me3 (for
examples compare e1/e2 and
g1/g2). Panel h1/h2 shows 3
major chromatin clusters. Black
pixels indicate colocalization of
H3K4me3 and H3K9me3
throughout the interior of 2
modestly DAPI-stained clusters
(upper left corner and bottom).
An intensely DAPI-stained
major chromatin cluster (upper
right corner) shows only few
black pixels indicating colocali-
zation of H3K4me3 and
H3K9me3 in its interior, and an
enrichment at the periphery.
Bars: 3 mm for A1-D2; 1 mm for
a1–h2.
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intensely DAPI-stained
periphery of these CDCs,
whereas all 3 markers
were consistently depleted
in class 1, representing
the rather DNA-free parts
of the interchromatin
compartment.

Our study provides
robust evidence for highly
significant enrichments of
H3K4me3 and RNA poly-
merase II clusters at the
periphery of CDCs,
whereas H3K9me3 was
enriched in their interior.
Multiple RNA polymerases
II have been described as
integrative parts of tran-
scription factories.66 For
immunodetection of RNA
polymerase II we used anti-
bodies detecting either a
phosphorylated serine 2
(S2p) or serine 5 (S5p) in
its C-terminal domain.
The S2p modification is
considered as a marker for
RNA polymerase II
involved in elongation,
whereas RNA polymerase
II-S5p occurs early in the
transcription cycle.67,68

Independent of whether
RNA polymerase II carried
the S2p or S5p modifica-
tion, we consistently found
an enrichment at the
periphery of CDCs. This
observation, however, does
not exclude the presence of
some RNA polymerase II
at numerous other loca-
tions, including hetero-
chromatic regions.

Major chromatin clus-
ters showed a pronounced
variability of their labeling
patterns. We observed
major chromatin clusters in
ENPs from in vitro fertil-
ized embryos that were pre-
dominantly labeled either
with H3K4me3 or
H3K9me3, whereas others
showed only sparse

Figure 15. H3K4me3 and RNA polymerase II-Ser2p arrangements observed with 3D structured illumination micros-
copy in nuclei from a cloned 8-cell embryo and a cloned, non-hatched blastocyst. Panels A and B. SIM midplane sec-
tions recorded from an ENP-like nucleus (panel A) and an ENP/C-like nucleus (panel B) of a cloned, DAPI-stained (A1,
B1) 8-cell embryo following immunostaining of H3K4me3 (green) and RNA polymerase II-Ser2p (red) (A2, B2). Panels
C and D. SIM midplane sections from 2 DAPI-stained nuclei (C1, C2) from a cloned, non-hatched blastocyst demon-
strate dispersed RNA polymerase II-Ser2p together with dispersed H3K4me3, as well as large, H3K4me3 labeled chro-
matin clusters (C2, D2), particularly prominent in D2 (compare Fig. 14, Panels D, G and H). Enlarged images of boxed
areas in these nuclei (Panels a-h) show major chromatin clusters strongly marked with H3K4me3 but lacking RNA
polymerase II-Ser2p. An enrichment of RNA polymerase II-Ser2p together with H3K4me3 is noted in chromatin lining
IC-channels/lacunas. Bars: 3 mm for A1–D2; 1 mm for a1–h2.
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evidence for the presence of either marker. It is not clear whether
clustering of these epigenetic marks occurs as a transient phenom-
enon in all CTs or only in specific CTs or whether clusters may
also represent chromatin from several neighboring CTs. The
reconfiguration of nuclear landscapes during post-major EGA
development of in vitro fertilized embryos into ENCs was charac-
terized by a dispersed distribution of H3K4me3 throughout the
nuclear space, while large H3K9me3 positive chromatin clusters

were maintained. ENP-
like nuclei in cloned
embryos also showed
major clusters labeled
with either H3K9me3 or
H3K4me3, though the
latter were less pro-
nounced compared with
ENPs. Large clusters with
both H3K4me3 and
H3K9me3 label were also
observed in ENCs of
cloned embryos, in con-
trast to fetal fibroblast
nuclei which consistently
showed H3K9me3
labeled major chromatin
clusters and a dispersed
pattern for H3K4me3.
The highly variable pat-
terns of these histone
modifications in particu-
lar in ENPs may reflect
their impact on fine tun-
ing of rapidly changing
expression levels in multi-
ple genes at this develop-
mental stage. An attempt
of a functional interpreta-
tion of such differences
has also to take into
account the high fre-
quency of chromosome
missegregations, which
occurs during preimplan-
tation development (see
accompanying article by
Popken et al.35). Even for
mammalian embryos,
which develop normally
beyond the preimplanta-
tion period, this period is
marked by the frequent
failure of individual cells
to grow and divide prop-
erly.69 The elimination of
such cells by apoptosis or
mitotic cell death is a typi-

cal part of normal embryonic development, but occurs at much
higher frequencies in cloned embryos (see accompanying article
by Popken et al.35).70-72 It will be interesting to investigate,
whether some of the structural features described in this study
have predictive value for the normal or abnormal development of
a given embryonic cell, but it is not possible at this point to
describe the sequence of structural events, which are connected
with a normal development at the single cell level.

Figure 16. Differences between major chromatin clusters observed with 3D structured illumination microscopy in fetal
fibroblast nuclei and nuclei from cloned, non-hatched and hatched blastocysts. Panel A. Corresponding midplane SIM
sections from a typical DAPI-stained (A1) bovine fetal fibroblast nucleus with immunostained H3K4me3 (A2) and
H3K9me3 (A3), overlay (A4; H3K4me3 green; H3K9me3 red) demonstrate numerous major chromatin domain clusters
strongly labeled with H3K9me3 and sparsely with H3K4me3. Panel B. In contrast, the ENC recorded from a cloned,
non-hatched blastocyst presents major chromatin domain clusters, strongly labeled with H3K4me3. Panels C and D.
Two DAPI-stained ENCs (C1, D1) from a cloned, hatched blastocyst reveal major chromatin clusters strongly labeled
with H3K9me3 (C3, D4), but differ with regard to H3K4me3 (C2, D2). Whereas this marker is apparently enriched in 2 of
3 clusters noted in one ENC (Panel C), no enrichment of H3K4me3 was detected in the major chromatin clusters pres-
ent in the other ENC (panel D) similar to the pattern noted in the fibroblast nucleus (panel A). E. A quantitative assess-
ment of the labeling patterns of major chromatin clusters in 57 fibroblast nuclei (A), 17 nuclei from cloned, non-
hatched blastocysts (B) and 11 nuclei from cloned, hatched blastocysts (C, D) demonstrates the reproducibility of the
similarities and differences of patterns described for the 4 example nuclei. Bar: 3 mm in A1 representative for all Panels.
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The global structural
transformation of the large
ENPs into smaller ENCs
may be correlated or even
causally connected with the
long-term replicative poten-
tial of embryonic cells.
Notably, ENPs were rarely
seen at the blastocyst stage
and it was observed that
cells carrying a persistent
ENP phenotype during
post-major EGA develop-
ment became TUNEL posi-
tive, a hallmark for
apoptosis.73 The massive
reorganization of nuclei
during preimplantation
development of in vitro fer-
tilized and cloned embryos
with large scale movements
of CTs extends current evi-
dence for major differentia-
tion-dependent changes of nuclear landscapes. Mammalian rod
cell nuclei provide a case for a massive reorganization during
postmitotic-terminal cell differentiation during the course of sev-
eral weeks.74 Other studies report large scale movements of spe-
cific chromatin segments in interphase nuclei within time scales
of several minutes.75-78 The mechanisms necessary for these
movements have not yet been clarified and may act both from
inside and outside the nucleus.79,80

A model for a functional nuclear architecture based on co-
aligned, 3-dimensional networks of inactive and active nuclear
compartments

In Figure 20A–C we make an attempt to integrate both our
current observations and findings reported in the literature into a
refined version of the chromosome territory-interchromatin com-
partment (CT-IC) model (see Introduction).42,43 While chromo-
some territories are now generally accepted as a basic feature of
nuclear landscapes in animals and plants, this is not the case for
the interchromatin compartment. Since an interchromatin space
exists between any local chromatin configuration, be it a cluster
of chromatin fibers or neighboring domains, it is a question of
definition what fraction of the entire interchromatin space in a
given cell nucleus is attributed to the interchromatin compart-
ment. In the model shown in Figure 20 we consider only the
channels expanding between CDCs as part of the interchromatin
compartment. Such a distinction depends on functional consid-
erations and is open to modifications, when further methodologi-
cal advancements will help to study the structure-function
conundrums of chromatin domains with increased resolution.
We propose a structurally highly ordered active nuclear compart-
ment (aNC) with closely integrated functional interactions
between the interchromatin compartment and the perichromatin
region of chromatin domain clusters, whereas the interior of

these clusters represents the transcriptionally inactive nuclear
compartment (iNC). The active NC and iNC are structurally
and functionally interconnected. The co-aligned 3D networks of
the iNC and aNC may be compared with a natural landscape,
where brushwood growing at the shore zone invades the interior
of an interconnected system of little streams and ponds
(Fig. 20D). This comparison seems more appropriate than a sys-
tem of tubes with sharply defined borders. Small chromatin loops
may expand from the perichromatin region into the interior of
these channels or even penetrate throughout entire channels.
Although we lack evidence, how big such loops may be and how
they may be ordered within the aNC, a topography, which mini-
mizes problems of chromatin entanglements was likely favored
by natural selection during the evolution of larger genomes. Simi-
larly, like the shore zone interacts with the land outside, dynamic
interactions occur between the aNC and iNC, including local
repositioning of chromatin between the aNC and iNC during
transcription, replication and repair. Continuous, constrained
movements of clustered chromatin at all levels from nucleosomes,
individual »1 Mbp CDs to entire CTs enforce continuous
changes of intermediary spaces, including the width of IC-chan-
nels and lacunas, and provide possibilities for dynamic changes
of chromatin interactions.81-83 The concept of an interchromatin
compartment as a major player by itself in the functional organi-
zation, which interacts structurally and functionally with the
perichromatin region should not be confused with the trivial
notion of an interchromatin space between all sorts of chromatin
fibers.

In line with microscopic studies, recent high-resolution chro-
mosome conformation capture (Hi-C) studies demonstrate the
clustering of chromatin from the level of entire CTs down to
megabase-sized chromatin domains.9,84 These studies identified
megabase-sized, topological domains (TDs) as an evolutionary

Figure 17. Quantitative assessment of different nuclear phenotypes recorded with 3D structured illumination
microscopy during preimplantation development of in vitro fertilized and cloned embryos. A. Nuclei from 9 fertilized
embryos with 2 cells (E2; 17 nuclei), 6 embryos with 3 or 4 cells (E3–4; 22 nuclei), 7 embryos with 7 or 8 cells (E7–8;
56 nuclei), 8 embryos between 9 and 15 cells (E9–15; 66 nuclei) and 6 embryos with more than 18 cells on their way
toward the morula stage (about 32 cells) (E >18; 98 nuclei) were classified as pre-ENP, ENP, ENP/C and ENC accord-
ing to the criteria described in Results and the examples presented in Figure 7. B. Classification of nuclei from
5 cloned 8-cell stage embryos (E8; 40 nuclei) and 2 blastocysts (28 nuclei) as pre-ENP-like, ENP-like, ENP/C-like and
ENC was performed as described in Results.
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conserved property of mammalian higher order chromatin archi-
tecture.84 Individual topological domains are characterized by
extensive interactions, whereas fewer interactions were found
between neighboring domains.9,84 We take also into account the
evidence for megabase-sized, gene-rich and gene-poor isochores
found across a wide range of eukaryote species.85 Linked TDs
may generate larger gene-rich, transcriptionally active and DNase
hypersensitive compartments, as well as gene-poor, transcription-
ally silent, and DNase I insensitive compartments.86 It is tempt-
ing to speculate that TDs, isochores and microscopically

observed megabase-sized chromatin domains (»1 Mbp-CDs)
represent at least to some extent the same basic units of CT archi-
tecture. For TDs a median size of several hundred kb was calcu-
lated, while a small remaining fraction with a size of <50 kb was
termed ‘boundary regions’.84 In case of an allocation of a diploid
mammalian genome into »1 Mbp-CDs we would expect a total
number of roughly 6000 domains. Remarkably, a study with
improved optical 3D resolution identified 3- to 5-fold more dis-
tinct replication foci than previously reported suggesting an aver-
age DNA content of a few hundred kbp rather than the »1 Mbp

chromatin domains sug-
gested from previous stud-
ies.87 Foci varied in size
from 210 nm down to
40 nm with an average
size of 125 nm that was
conserved throughout S-
phase.87 We conclude that
current estimates for the
size of TDs and replication
foci are in close agreement
and predict that these
domains form larger chro-
matin domain clusters
(CDCs), which are inte-
grated into chromosome
band domains, chromo-
some arm domains and
finally into entire CTs.6

We postulate a non-ran-
dom, radial positioning of
regulatory and transcribed
sequences toward the
periphery of chromatin
domain clusters (CDCs)
to ensure direct access to
the finest branches of the
interchromatin compart-
ment. The fractions of the
nuclear volume, occupied
by CDCs and the inter-
chromatin compartment
vary widely in different
cell types.

Differences between
nuclei with regard to the
space occupied by the
interchromatin compart-
ment reflect to some extent
differences of chromatin
compaction.38,88 This was
experimentally verified by
showing that a brief incu-
bation of living, cultured
cells in hyperosmolar
medium triggered the

Figure 18. For figure legend, see page 583.
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formation of hypercondensed chromatin with a corresponding
increase of the interchromatin compartment, although nuclear
volumes even decreased in this case.88 This effect was fully revers-
ible, when cells were again incubated in normotonic medium.
The most extreme case of chromatin domain compaction has
been predicted by the polymer melt model, which has put doubts
on the role of 30 nm thick chromatin loops in the formation of
chromatin domains.89,90 Whatever the true organization of
CDCs and chromatin domains may be, we expect that a dynamic
organization of these structures is required by functional neces-
sity. Given the constrained movements of CTs, CDCs and chro-
matin domains, which occur continuously in the nucleus of a
living cell, the width of IC-channels also changes continuously
establishing numerous opportunities for transient spatial interac-
tions between individual higher order structures. In line with
dynamic changes we expect the formation of more or less space
even between chromatin located in the interior of CDCs.

Differences in chromatin compaction, however, do not suffice
to explain the huge variation in the size of the interchromatin
compartment. We assume that the formation of a major lacuna
as part of the interchromatin compartment of ENPs was
prompted by a necessity of a large storage capacity for factors
important for the survival of embryos at a time, when the further
development of embryos depends on proteins and RNAs pro-
vided by the oocyte.27 Accordingly, differences of the extent and
width of IC-channels and lacunas between ENPs and ENCs
likely reflect different amounts of macromolecules stored in the
interchromatin compartment. The formation of a major lacuna
may generate a mechanic force yielding a shift of CTs toward the
nuclear periphery and possibly also to a higher overall compac-
tion of CTs. However, the occasional observation of nuclei in
embryos approaching major EGA, which failed to generate a
major lacuna, but showed compact and well separated CTs,
rather suggests that chromatin compaction is regulated by mecha-
nisms acting directly on chromatin. Increased chromatin com-
paction can enforce a relative expansion of the interchromatin
compartment.

In view of the limitations of current evidence the model
shown in Figure 20 should be regarded as an inevitable oversim-

plification. In addition to densely compacted silent chromatin
the interior of chromatin domain clusters may still contain some
transcriptionally competent chromatin. In order to become tran-
scriptionally active, relocation of such chromatin into the PR
may be required. Alternatively, finest IC-channels may expand
and guide factors relevant for transcription and other functions
into the interior of CDCs. The resolution of the current 3D-
SIM study does not suffice to describe how chromatin domain
clusters are organized in detail. We also wish to emphasize that
this view is static and does not explain dynamic interactions
between the aNC and the iNC. Despite these limitations, this
view has the benefit to provide a coherent interpretation for a
wide set of data presented both in this study and the literature,
and may stimulate further experimental tests (see below,
Perspectives).

Perspectives

Efforts to understand the structure and interactions of indi-
vidual macromolecules (DNAs, RNAs and proteins) must be
complemented by efforts to understand the large scale organiza-
tion of the cell nucleus. The CT-IC model and other current
models should be understood as attempts to provide a coherent
view of structural and functional aspects of nuclear organization,
including the structural organization and functional interactions
of CTs.84,91-99 We have attempted to provide a model view,
drawn to scale, but given the methodological limitations of our
study, this view may turn out to be misleading or even flatly
wrong in some aspects – the usual fate of models in science.
Understanding the functional nuclear organization in space and
time requires advancements in understanding structure-function
interactions at all levels of nuclear organization from molecules
to the entire system. The long term goal of these efforts is the
decipherment of universally valid, as well as species and cell-type-
specific rules of nuclear architecture and their evolutionary ori-
gins. Evidence for conserved features throughout the whole range
of eukaryotes, including comparisons with nucleoids in

Figure 18 (See previous page). Typical examples of nuclei with color-coded DAPI intensity classes recorded with 3D structured illumination microscopy
in in vitro fertilized and cloned embryos. Panels A–E. Midplane SIM sections with color-coded DAPI intensity classes 1 to 7 from typical nuclear pheno-
types observed in in vitro fertilized embryos (A, pre-ENP; B, transition from pre-ENP to ENP; C, ENP; D, ENP/C; E, ENC). Classes 1 to 7 present increasing
DAPI intensity. The color code is presented at the top. Class 1 coded blue, class 2 purple, class 3 dark red, class 4 light red, class 5 orange, class
6 yellow and class 7 white. A1-E1 provide color-coded SIM sections after thresholding to remove patterns of concentric rings and diffuse background
(see Fig. 6). A2–E2 show the same sections before thresholding. Note that the size of the areas occupied by the lowest DAPI density classes, in particular
class 1, are strongly increased in thresholded compared to non-thresholded sections. For quantitative assessments of the nuclear topography of RNA
polymerase II, H3K4me3 and H3K9me3 arrangements presented in Figure 19 with respect to these DAPI intensity classes we used non-thresholded,
color-coded SIM sections (for further details see Supplementary Fig. S4, Results and Extended Experimental Procedures). Panels F–J. Midplane SIM sec-
tions with color-coded DAPI intensity classes from typical nuclear phenotypes observed in cloned embryos (F, pre-ENP-like; G, transition from pre-ENP to
ENP-like state; H, ENP-like; I, ENP/C-like; J, ENC), F1–J1 and F2–J2, color-coded SIM sections after and before thresholding. Panels a-d. Enlarged views of
boxed areas depicted in 2 example nuclei (E1/E2, H1/H2) are presented in panels a/b and c/d. The enlarged box from the ENP-like nucleus shown in c
demonstrates particularly well chromatin domain clusters (CDCs), separated by IC-channels (blue). Red color in the periphery of CDCs signifies less com-
pact DAPI-stained chromatin, yellow and white colors more compacted DAPI-stained chromatin in the core part of CDCs. The strong difference between
thresholded and corresponding non-thresholded images emphasizes limitations of our current approach with regard to the resolution achieved with
3D-SIM and the sensitivity of DAPI staining to distinguish unequivocally between chromatin and DNA-free parts of the interchromatin compartment.
Bars: 3 mm for A1–J2; 1 mm for a-d.
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prokaryotes as outgroups, should pave the way for the discovery
of major selective constraints during the evolution of large
genomes.

A solid descriptive basis of nuclear landscapes during develop-
ment and differentiation sets the stage for studies of molecular

mechanisms involved in
the space-time organiza-
tion of nuclei adapted to
their functioning in a large
set of cell types. Profound
changes of nuclear
architecture during early
mammalian embryonic
development (our present
study) and terminal cell
differentiation demonstrate
the complexity of nuclear
dynamics and their adap-
tive benefits for different
functional tasks.74 Clearly,
changes of nuclear land-
scapes do not follow a sim-
ple deterministic pattern,
but show an unexpected
amount of variation even
among cells of the same,
distinct cell type. This vari-
ation may to some extent
be of a stochastic nature
but also reflect environ-
mental influences starting
with local influences from
neighboring cells to general
influences exerted within
and outside a given organ-
ism. Single cell analyses are
indispensable to explore
this variability. Efforts to
generate 1D maps of
chemical modifications of
nucleotides and histones
along the genome and the
direct or indirect binding
of numerous proteins
involved in transcription,
splicing, replication and
repair are indispensable. It
is, however, equally impor-
tant to understand the
changing geometry of the
nucleus and its structural
compartmentalization
starting from global
parameters, such as size
and shape, down to the
space-time interactions at

the low nanometer scale. Issues, such as the heterogeneity of local
molecule concentrations, crowding effects, phase separation and
entropic forces are coming to the forefront of research.100-102 A
scientific enterprise toward a full understanding of nuclear func-
tions, such as gene regulation, DNA replication and repair,

Figure 19. Quantitative analysis of topographical relationships between DAPI-stained chromatin, H3K4me3,
H3K9me3 and RNA polymerase II in nuclei from in vitro fertilized embryos, cloned embryos and fetal bovine fibro-
blasts. A. ENPs from in vitro fertilized embryos (n D 20). B. ENCs from in vitro fertilized embryos (n D 20). C. ENP-like
nuclei from cloned embryos (n D 15). D. ENCs from cloned embryos (n D 20). E. Nuclei from growing, non-synchro-
nized fetal bovine fibroblast cultures (n D 20). For each sample A – E our analysis comprised 10 nuclei immunos-
tained for H3K4me3 and H3K9me3 (cloned ENP-like nD7) and 10 nuclei immunostained for H3K4me3 and RNA
polymerase II (cloned ENP-like nD8). In each nucleus 3 to 6 consecutive mid-nuclear SIM sections were analyzed. For
each nucleus 7 DAPI intensity classes were distinguished in unthresholded midplane sections covering the entire
range from lowest to highest pixel intensity values (Fig. 18; for details see Supplementary Information: Extended
Experimental Procedures). The height of columns presents a relative measure for the overrepresentation (C) or
underrepresentation (-) of H3K4me3 (green), H3K9me3 (red) and RNA polymerase II (blue) positive pixels, respec-
tively, calculated as the relative frequency of such pixels in comparison to the number of DAPI positive pixels attrib-
uted to classes 1 to 7. For all tested combinations of DAPI, H3K4me3 and RNA Polymerse II thresholds (compare
Supplementary Figs. S2, S3 and S4) the null-hypothesis of a random class assignment was rejected (P < 10¡15). A
comparison of A-E indicates striking similarities of local RNA polymerase II, H3K4me3 and H3K9me3 assignments to
the 7 DAPI intensity classes despite the striking differences between the global nuclear architectures of ENPs and
ENP-like nuclei compared with ENCs and fibroblast nuclei. The overrepresentation of RNA polymerase II signals in
class 4 (P < 10¡14) of ENPs, ENP-like nuclei, ENCs and fibroblast nuclei supports the hypothesis that the major tran-
scriptionally active nuclear compartment is located at the periphery of chromatin domain clusters, called the peri-
chromatin region (PR) (compare Fig. 18). In ENPs and ENCs of in vitro fertilized embryos (A, B) the immunostained
RNA polymerase II carried a C-terminal domain (CTD) with a phosphorylated serine 5 (Ser5p), whereas the polymerase
immunodetected in ENP-like nuclei and ENCs from cloned embryos (C, D), as well as fibroblast nuclei (E) carried a CTD
with a phosphorylated serine 2 (S2P). The topography of RNA polymerase II in relation to the 7 DAPI intensity classes
was essentially the same for both serine 2 and 5 phosphorylations.
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requires understanding of
the space-time dynamics of
nuclear organization and
necessitates a paradigmatic
shift in research – from
nuclear biochemistry to
nuclear biophysics.

The resolution, cur-
rently achieved with 3D-
SIM is still far away from
the space-time resolution
needed for an understand-
ing of how macromolecules
and macromolecular com-
plexes interact and function
within the aNC and how a
reconfiguration of chroma-
tin domain clusters may be
triggered to expose DNA
sequences embedded in
compact core regions of
CDCs within the perichro-
matin region and vice versa
on functional demands.
New possibilities to visual-
ize specific proteins, RNAs
and genes in the nucleus of
living cells, together with
advancements of light opti-
cal super resolution micros-
copy (for reviews see
Cremer and Masters103 and
Renz104) provide a glimpse
on future possibilities to
study nuclear organiza-
tion.46,105,106 Whereas
structured illumination
microscopy currently
allows a lateral resolution in the order of 100 nm and an axial
resolution in the order of 300 nm, single molecule localization
microscopy provides opportunities for a 3D resolution in the
order of 30 nm and possibly even better in the future. A recent
study demonstrated that DAPI (and other fluorescent dyes for
DNA staining), can be effectively employed in single molecule
localization microscopy.107 Sheet microscopy combined with the
ultra high resolution of localization microscopy bears the promise
to study large numbers of nuclei in structurally intact organisms
such as embryos or in thick tissue sections.108 Such an approach
avoids the disadvantages of microdissection of embryos in order
to place each single cell directly on a cover glass. Methods of cor-
relative microscopy are currently implemented for sequential
imaging of one and the same nucleus first in the living cell and
after fixation with increasing resolution, employing both super-
resolution fluorescence microscopy and electron microscopy with
its still unsurpassed resolution.39,109

Future attempts to solve the structure-function conundrums
of nuclear organization in space and time require a combination
of advanced microscopic and biochemical approaches. So far,
Hi-C based genome-wide studies of 3D genome organization
with one exception yielded data only for cell populations.110

Strong efforts, however, are made to increase their sensitivity to
the point, where studies at the single cell level become feasible.110

The combination of these methods with advanced 4D imaging
methods will help to overcome the limitations of each method
performed in isolation.

Experimental Procedures

See Supplementary Information for detailed descriptions of
materials and protocols.

Figure 20. A high-resolution model view of the functional nuclear landscape. Evidence stems in part from the
present study and in part from the literature (see Discussion). (A and B) Representative landscape of an ENC. B shows
an enlargement of the boxed area in A. CTs are built up from interconnected basic chromatin domains with a DNA
content in the order of a few hundred kbp, which form higher order chromatin structures, such as chromatin domain
clusters (CDCs), chromosome arm and band domains (for further details see Discussion). Identification of individual
structures in microscopic images requires their individual visualization. CDCs carry transcriptionally silent chromatin
(red) in their interior. The less dense, transcriptionally competent chromatin (green) at the periphery of CDCs
presents the perichromatin region (PR). It is enriched with transcription factories (blue) and represents the nuclear
sub-compartment, where genes are transcribed. The PR lines the interchromatin compartment (IC), which starts with
channels at nuclear pores and forms a 3-dimensional network throughout the nuclear interior. It extends between
neighboring CTs but also throughout CTs. At numerous sites the IC forms larger lacunas, which contain nuclear bod-
ies, such as splicing speckles. Considering the potential role of the IC in import-export functions, as well as functional
interactions between nuclear bodies and machineries for transcription, co-transcriptional splicing, chromatin replica-
tion and repair acting within the PR, we propose that the PR and the IC provide the active nuclear compartment
(aNC), whereas the compact interior of CDCs forms the inactive nuclear compartment (iNC). The nucleolus in A is
marked with ‘n’. (C). This model presents a hypothetical topography at still higher resolution envisaged for a land-
scape at the nuclear periphery with nuclear pores connected to IC channels. Little chromatin loops invade these
channels, their size and hypothetical arrangements minimize problems of chromatin entanglements in the perichro-
matin region and interchromatin compartment. A dotted circle comprises a chromatin domain with a DNA content
of about 500 kbp. Chromatin domains attached to the nuclear lamina (yellow) are connected with domains
extended into the nuclear interior (D). Comparison of the nuclear landscape shown in C with little streams and ponds
pervading a natural landscape. Note some vegetation expanding from embankments into the inner part of streams
and ponds (images recorded in the Spreewald southeast of Berlin and provided by courtesy of Marion Cremer). Bars:
2 mm for A; 1 mm for B; 200 nm for C.
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Ethics statement
No animal experiments were conducted. Oocytes for SCNT

were recovered from ovaries of heifers and cows slaughtered for
meat production.

Cultivation of early bovine embryos
In vitro fertilized and cloned bovine preimplantation embryos

were generated as described.19,35

DNA and RNA synthesis in embryonic cell nuclei
DNA synthesis was studied by pulse labeling experiments with

EdU.37 BrUTP or BrU incorporation and immunodetection for
the detection of RNA synthesis was performed using modifica-
tions of protocols described previously.111,112

Immunostainings
Immunodetection of histone modifications H3K4me3,

H3K9me3 and H3S10p, RNA polymerase II-Ser2p, RNA poly-
merase II-Ser5p, SC-35 and B23, as a marker for nucleoli was
performed as described.36,37 A complete list of primary and sec-
ondary antibodies used in this study is provided in Extended
Experimental Procedures.

3D confocal laser scanning microscopy (3D-CLSM)
Light optical serial sections from embryonic nuclei were

obtained with a Leica TCS SP5 confocal laser scanning micro-
scope using 10£, 20£ or 63£ objectives. Fluorochromes were
excited using blue diode, argon, and helium-neon lasers with
405 nm, 488 nm and 594 nm laser lines, respectively.19

3D structured illumination microscopy (3D-SIM) and
quantitative image evaluation

3D-SIM of embryonic nuclei was performed on a DeltaVision
OMX V3 system (Applied Precision Imaging/GE Healthcare)
with a lateral (x/y) resolution of»120 nm and an axial (z) resolu-
tion of »300 nm.37 The system was equipped with a 100£/1.40
NA PlanApo oil immersion objective (Olympus), Cascade II:512
EMCCD cameras (Photometrics) and 405, 488 and 593 nm
diode lasers. Image stacks were acquired with a z-distance of
125 nm and with 15 raw SIM images per plane (5 phases, 3
angles). The SI raw data were computationally reconstructed
with channel specific measured OTFs using the softWoRX 4.0
software package (Applied Precision). Images from the different
color channels were registered with alignment parameters
obtained from calibration measurements with 0.2 mm diameter
TetraSpeck beads (Invitrogen). The voxel size of the recon-
structed images is 39.5 nm in x/y and 125 nm in z with 32-bit
depth. For all subsequent image processing and data analysis,
images were converted to 16-bit composite tif-stacks. Image
stacks were processed using ImageJ 1.45b (http://rsb.info.nih.
gov/ij/). DAPI intensity classes were established as described.37

The statistical comparison of the localization of positive pixels
for histone modifications H3K4me3, H3K9me3, RNA polymer-
ase II-Ser2p and RNA polymerase II-Ser5p signals within these

DAPI intensity classes was achieved with dedicated software writ-
ten by V.S. and A.S. on the basis of the software package for sci-
entific computing R 2.15 (http://www.r-project.org/).

RNA-Seq data analysis
Raw data files generated by Graf et al.27 available at GEO

(GSE52415). Data analysis performed as described in Graf
et al.27

Assembly of images and graphs
Image stacks were processed using ImageJ 1.45b (http://rsb.

info.nih.gov/ij/). Figures were prepared with Adobe Photoshop
CS4 (http://www.adobe.com/). Combined box-/scatterplots
were generated using the software package R 2.15 and bar charts
with Microsoft Excel 2003/2007.

Statistical analyses
Chi-square goodness-of-fit tests were employed to assess the

significancy levels of over- and underrepresentation of signals
compared to the DAPI intensity levels. All other significancy lev-
els were determined by Wilcoxon rank-sum test.
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